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Honoring The Little Rock Nine 
LR Celebrates 
50 Years Since 
Desegregation 
Crisis 
By AMANDA PRUITT 
editor in chief 
LITTLE ROCK - Nine black 
students braved the angry crowds 
of white protesters and were 
ushered into Little Rock Central 
High School by armed guards on 
Sept. 25, 1957. 
Fifty years later. rhose same 
nine students - now known 
as the Little Rock Nine - were 
honored as civil rights champions 
at a two-hour ceremony featuring 
former President Bill Clinton and 
Arkansas Gov. Mike Beebe. 
Melba Pattillo Beals, Elizabeth 
Eckford, Ernest Green, Goria Ray 
Karlmark, Carlotta Walls Lanier, 
Terrence Roberts,Jeffuson Thomas 
Minnijean Brown Trickey and 
Thelma Mothershed Wair each 
made comments, marking the first 
time the Nine has all made public 
speeches at the same event. 
Although the Supreme Court 
had ruled segregated schools to be 
unconstitutional in the Brown v. 
Board of Education decision of 
I 954, the Little Rock School 
District still provided separate 
schools for white and black stu-
dents. Little Rock Central High 
School, one of the most prestigious 
high schools in the country, was 
firmly set against the commanded 
integration. 
As the school year opened in 
I 957,Arkansas Gov. Orval Faubus 
ordered the Arkansas National Guard 
to block any black students trying 
to attend classes at Central High 
School. U.S. President Dwight 
Eisenhower moved federal troops 
inro Little Rock nearly a month 
later ro escort the Nine into the 
school. 
"When rhey left home those 
mornings, becoming heroes was 
probably one of the last things 
on their minds," Beebe said. "As 
our state and our entire nation 
watched, these children demon-
strated heroism rarely seen. 
"They may have been more 
concerned with learning history 
than making it, bur history was 
thrust upon them. They were 
coming here to learn, but they 
JEREMY D. BEAUCHAMP J The Bison 
A crowd is gathered at Little Rock Central High School courtyard for the 50th anniversary of the desegre-
gation crises in Little Rock on Tuesday. All the members of the Little Rock Nine spoke at the ceremony. 
actually did was teach ... They 
showed an entire country the 
essence of what wa'> right." 
Social change since the Nine 
arrived on campus was evident 
by looking at the current student 
body, a blend of high schools of 
every race. 
"I hope today's student body 
will not forget from whence they 
came, and they will look upon 
their no-longer segregated school 
with pride," Karlmark said. 
However, the speakers talked of 
looking towards the next 50 years 
and continuing to improve. While 
schools aroun@.. che country are 
integrated, racism and inequality 
often exists both in classrooms 
and in the workforce. 
Roberts, one of the Nine who 
later became a psychologist in 
California, s'aid the present is no 
time for a celebration bur to look 
instead at lingering problems of 
the present. 
"In spite the progress that 
has been talked about today, it 
is nor nearly enough for me," 
Roberts said . 
Little Rock Nine 
The students who entered 
Little Rock Centrai High School 
in 1957 include: 
Melba Pattillo Beals 
Elizabeth Eckford 
Ernest Green 
Gloria Ray Karlmark 
Carlotta Walls Lanier 
Terrence Roberts 
Jerrerson Thomas 
Minnijean Brown Trickey 
Thelma Mothershed Wair 
See 3a For More Coverage 
Harding Students Help 
Homeless on Saturdays 
Bulldog Boost 
By SAMANTHA HOLSCHBACH 
assistant news editor 
&cry Sarurday morning. a myriad 
group of Harding students unite, 
anxious to serve as Jesus' hands and 
feet to the physically and spiritually 
needy of Little Rock. 
Once in Little Rock, this group 
disperses to such locations as the 
downtown Broadway Bridge, where 
they furnish the homeless with fuod, 
clothing and encouragement. 
Another place visited is a home 
on Washington Avenue, \vhere 
the group plays with a multitude 
of inner-city children, who ofren 
call the Harding srudenrs their 
"big friends." The group also visits 
children at the Shorter Gardens 
Apartments. 
Participant Tiffany Karch said 
the joys reaped from volrunreer-
ing, specifically with the children, 
are great. 
"It's really rewarding ... we 
build relationships with chem," 
Karch said. 
they would be homeless for the 
glory of God," she said. 
Zach Caton, the group's leader, 
said he also learned a valuable les-
son from the homeless. 
''They are very open people; they 
share what they have," Caron said.· 
"There are no barriers between us 
and them." 
Karch said that on one occa-
sion, the group baked Gabby, a 
woman they regularly visited, a 
cake for her birthday. She said 
Gabby was very happy and many 
people cried. 
"No one had ever done any-
thing like that for her before," 
Karch said. 
The group's origin is linked co 
Zach Long, who started the group 
with a number of Harding men 
rwo years ago. 
Currently, the group meets at 
I 0 a.m. in the Student Center near 
Java City; they then pray and decide 
the best method of carpooling. 
In the past, as many as 30 to 40 
participants per weel volunteered; 
Caron said that the present number 
of participants hovers between I 0 
and 15 individuals. 
SPORTS 
Coaches 
remember 
the first black 
athletes at 
Harding in 
1966. 
Page 1B 
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Looking Back: HU 
Integrates In 1963 
By AMANDA PRUITT 
editor in chief 
The Little Rock desegregation 
crisis was past and the Arkansas 
public school systems were fully 
integrated before Harding Uni-
versiry opened its' gates to black 
students in 1963. 
Harding's integration-while 
six years after Little Rock Central 
was forced to integrate - was still 
a progressive step in Arkansas as 
Harding was the first private school 
in the srate to admit black students 
when three were admitted in the 
full of 1963. 
C hancellor Clifton Ganus Jr., 
who was vice president of the school 
at the time, said he is still uncertain 
why Harding President George 
Benson did not integrate the college 
sooner, only that Benson was leery 
an immediate decision. 
Ganus said ir was never openly 
discussed, but Benson probably 
feared losing some of the financial 
backing the school received by 
donarors for separate schools. 
Before integration, Ganus said 
Benson was interested in aiding 
black students and helped them 
attend college elsewhere. By I 963, 
however, he decided the time had 
arrived to integrate Harding's 
campus. 
Walter Cunningham, Lewis 
Brown and David Johnson, three 
successful, black students who 
had attended high school in the 
Searcy area, were the first three 
black students ro be admitted to 
Harding in the full of 1963, much 
to the support of the fuculry. 
"I know many of the faculty had 
wanted co integrate for some time, 
and many of the students had been 
Gazette Credits 
Harding Policy 
The Arkansas Gazette, the 
statewide paper actively pro· 
moting civil rights, celebrated 
Harding 's forward-thinking 
integration in the following 
editorial selection dated Sept. 
13, 1963: 
"Harding College has 
shown good sense in volun-
tarily admitting three [black] 
students with the start of the 
fall term. Harding, as a private 
institution, faced no legal 
threat, so desegregation was 
not imperative in that sense. 
But voluntary actions such as 
this help greatly to ease the 
tensions and eliminate areas 
of conflict as the (black] 
continues his pressure for 
greater participation in the 
national life. 
"It would be surprising if 
other church-related col leges 
did not follow Harding's example 
... The students of Harding, 
it is reported, gave President 
George S. Benson a standing 
cwation after he announced the 
acceptance of the students. 
They and Dr. Benson deserve 
an ovation from the rest of us 
for the grace with which thy 
have undertaken this social 
change." 
wanting to also," Ganus said. 
Harding, though in the South, 
did not wimess the violence betwa:n 
white and black students that had 
occured all over the country. 
"The student body as a whole 
embraced it, but that doesn't mean 
everybody did," Ganus said. " Even 
years later, you still had dyed-in-
the-wool Southerners who were 
not used to that and didn't care 
for it but accepted it." 
Nursing Prof. Seriously 
Injured In Car Accident 
By ASHTON REELY 
news editor 
Nursing instructor Jackie Hartis 
was following students home from 
clinical in Little Rock on Sept. 20 
when a car going North on the 
South-bound lanes of 671167 hit 
a truck head-on. Harris, whose 
car was behind the truck, struck 
the vehicle. 
Harris suffered severe fractures 
in both ankles, four rib fractures, 
a transverse fracture of spinal 
vertabra LI (stable) and swelling 
in h er right hand. Harris had 
surgery immediately following 
the accident on both legs and two 
surgical procedures were performed 
on her lefr ankle. 
Harris now resides in a private 
room, where she is beginning the 
road to recovery. For updates on 
her progress, visit www. Caring-
bridge.org and search for Jackie 
H arris' page. 
Attendee Marie Yates said the 
experience has touched her life, 
recalling an instance in which 
she met two preachers praying 
and teaching under the bridge. 
Yates said she was amazed at their 
optimism. 
''As long as they were homeless, 
Karch said every Saturday is a 
rewarding experience. 
"You're tired, bur you gave 
so much love that day," Karch 
said. 
TAYLOR DURHAM J The Bison 
Junior Cy Mason runs along Center Ave. on Tuesday during the Bulldog Boost, a 1 K-run to raise money for the Bald Knob school district, 
which needed more than $2 million by Sept. 24 to pay off miscoded loans. The school district was granted an extension to pay off the debt. 
' 
2 a Friday, September 14, 2007 
World Leaders Discuss 
Climate Change 
In an effort to convey the urgency of impending 
climate change consequences, numerous world 
leaders gathered on Monday at the first United Na-
tions climate summit. 
Eighty U.S. leaders were present, including Sec-
retary-General Ban Ki-Moon 
and California governor 
Arnold Schwarzenegger, 
who stated that "action, ac-
tion, action" is necessary to 
combat the earth's warming 
trend. 
As part of this action, 
leaders present at the sum-
mit highlighted the 
evidence pointing to SCHWARZENEGGER 
a climate change: 
rising ocean levels and melting land ice. Another 
key reason for this meeting regarded strengthening 
rapport for the upcoming climate treaty conference 
in Bali, Indonesia. 
175 nations have pledged their compliance with 
combative climate change action via cut emissions. 
The White House meets later this week to converse 
in its own terms. 
Search For 
Missing Colony Ensues 
Luring amateur and professional archeologists 
alike, the search for the 'Lost Colony,' a group of 
117 colonial American settlers who disappeared 
along the eastern U.S. coast, leaving behind only 
one trace, has recently expanded into the Great 
Dismal Swamp of North Carolina. 
For years stories have hinted at the possibi lity 
of a decaying boat within the swamp; also notable 
is the speculation that the 'Lost Colony' traveled 
through the swamp after departing from Roanoke 
Island. 
As a result, archeologists have since used 
satellite technology to locate an object within the 
swamp that appears boat-like. However, the only 
potential artifact found was some wood within a 
marshy region that faintly resembled an 80-foot 
boat. 
As the director of the Lost Colony Center for 
Science and Research, Fred Willard stated that 
the Lost Colony disappearance is "the greatest 
unsolved mystery in the Americas." 
Iran's President Finds 
Friction in America 
While delivering a speech 
on Monday to students at Co-
lumbia University, Iranian Presi-
dent Mahmoud Ahmadinejad 
encountered criticism when he 
declared his right to disbelieve 
the Holocaust's existence, the 
official recorded events of 
September 11 and other 
happenings. AHMADINEJAD 
At one point, Colum-
bia University president Lee Bollinger expressed 
toward Ahmadinejad that he resembles a "petty and 
cruel dictator." 
Because of such criticism, Iranian residents 
have expressed sympathy towards Ahmadinejad, 
thereby clashing with the White House's vile image 
of him. 
Anti-Slavery Account 
Exhibited in Little Rock 
Over a four-day period last week, the Emancipa-
tion Proclamation, which outlawed slavery, was 
showcased in the Clinton Library of Little Rock to 
commemorate the 50th anniversary of the historic 
integration of Central High School. 
The Emancipation Proclamation was expected 
to lure about 10,000 collective people during its 
exhibition. Amid the document's historically-rivet-
ing content, the calligraphy and Abraham Lincoln's 
signature captured viewers' attention. 
Corresponding flawlessly with the proclamation, the 
50-year anniversary heralds the integration of nine 
black students into the chaotic environment of Cen-
tral High in 1957; to protect these students and 
uphold the Supreme Court ruling that segregation 
is unconstitutional, President Dwight D. Eisenhower 
released federalized troops. 
53 - The percent of the student population of Little Rock Central High that is 
currently African American. Little Rock 
School District as a whole is 68 percent. 
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Sophomore Amy Durgin helps teach at a soccer clinic for children as part of the Bisons For Christ activities held on Sept. 19. While different 
organizations and groups of friends teamed up for the event, Harding athletic teams joinedlforces to make a difference on th is special day. 
"My house isn't red. It's 
grayish blue." 
-Connecticut resident 
Wayne Johnson, joking after a 
loose bull damaged his home 
by tearing down siding, smash-
ing into his car and breaking his 
fence on Friday. 
"It's like sticking your 
finger in a pot of water 
on a burner and you turn 
the heat on. You kind of 
get used to it." 
-S. Jeffress Williams, a 
U.S. Geological Survey coastal 
geologist, referring to the grad-
ual rising of the seas projected 
to take place due to global 
warming. Within the next cen-
tury, scientists expect the ocean 
levels to rise about 1 meter. 
SEPT.28 
Graduate School Fair 
OCT.1 
Lectureship 
"There must be some-
thing innate in humans 
--.. when you hear that 
howl alone at night in 
the forest, it's one of the 
most frightening sounds 
you'll ever hear. 
"After that I took their 
[locals'] advice and 
threw firecrackers out 
my tent door every 
night to keep the wolves 
away." 
-Australian native Tim 
Cope, who completed his 6,200 
mile journey across central Asia 
on Saturday to acknowledge the 
nomadic peoples of their region. 
Cape's three-year journey re-
quired travel by horseback and 
adherence to the locals' wisdom. 
SEPT.29 
Bison Football 
vs. Ark. Monticello. 6 p.m. 
OCT.2 
Lectureship 
"I think I got a B in Econ 
101. I got an A, howev-
er, in keeping taxes low." 
-President George W. 
Bush in a press conference last 
Thursday. 
"He spent $750,000 on 
that ball and that's what 
he's doing with it?" 
-Barry Bond's reply to 
fashion designer Marc Ecko, 
who asks the public to decide 
what to do with his purchase: 
Bond's 756th home-run ball. 
"You can't rob something 
that is yours." 
-Yale Galanter, O.J. 
Simpson's attorney who defend-
ed his client when Simpson tried 
stealing his own memorabilia. 
SEPT.30 
Lectureship Begins 
OCT.3 
Lectureship 
• 
" 
• 
The Bison 
"We al 
- Bill Clinton s 
( 
T his week marks the SOth an-niversary of the Little Rock 
Nine. When thinking back 
to September of 1957, a student's 
mind wanders to the day when nirn 
students rook a walk that would 
forever change civil rights history ir 
America. On the morning of Septe1 
ber 25, 1957, Ernest Green, Elizab1 
Eckford, Jefferson Thomas, Terrenc 
Roberts, Carlotta Walls Lanier, Mi1 
nijean Brown Trickey, Gloria Ray 
Karlmark, Thelma Mothershed-W, 
and Melba Pattillo Beals would ne 
be known as individuals again, but 
"The Litrle Rock Nine": the first n 
African American students to enro 
in a predominancly white school ii 
Arkansas. These nine students wot 
tear down the barriers of segregati. 
This day isn't so much about ch 
specific walk these nine students t• 
but the walls broken down becaus 
of the walk. Many lives after that 
have been forever changed. It tool 
lot of strength and determination 
do what these nine did. One life t 
has been affected is my own . I pe1 
ally have been blessed to be in 0 
tian education. And let's be hone 
all goes back to that monumental 
Most of my life, I have been ii 
classes where I was either one of : 
or the only African American stu 
T he call to arms has been who live near the foothi 
should prepare for the o 
allergens. 
Inflammation of the mucom 
nose is referred to as rhinitis. TI 
gests a swollen nose the size of' 
All';:'i~· sµfferer~ ~":l' r~adi}y ide. 
lffi~&f!~ 'i'.'\- ,"L :i•rJ ~~' :~ 
. ,",Allergic rhinitis is the1espoi 
immune system to specific trigi 
ronment .. These inhaled allerge 
antibodies (IgE) which attach t 
fight that fo llows, the mast cell 
causing a runny nose, pos tnasa 
and the dreaded sneeze withou 
Seasonal allergic rhinitis is t 
that emerge at specific times o' 
flower pollens are perpetrators 
Ragweed, also a spring allergei 
ond siege of symptoms in late 
autumn. As leaves fall in O cto 
mold spores rise to levels signi 
off congestion and sneezing. 
Perennial rhinitis, induced 
College Repu 
M y name is Peter D and I am the Cha 
College Republic; 
writing in respo nse to last w1 
ter to the Ediror" regarding 1 
that 1 put up. In the last issu 
Berry requested that the "Cc 
Republicans apologize to th1 
faculty and friends of Hardi. 
versity in the fo rm of an op< 
Well Mr. Berry, here is my 1, 
I am afraid you will find no 
apology. 
Yes, it is true. For the first ( 
Republicans meeting of the ser 
up fliers to announce the dare 
our meeting. Ar the borrom oi 
I wrote a phrase, which stated: 
Democrat when they stop kill 
Evidently, this caused some cc 
I simply ·stated the fuct that I ' 
in favor of the Democratic Pa 
changed their stance on abon 
the fliers up fur two reasons: t 
one of the main differences b 
two parties and to generate ir 
meeting, that is all. 
LET 
The Bison welo 
on issues of intere 
community. Letters t• 
students, faculty, admir 
Searcy community 
Letters must bes 
phone number for ve 
no more than 300 war 
Bison reserves the right · 
style, cl. 
Letters to ti 
submitted t 
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HU Students Reflect On SOth Anniversary Of LR Nine 
Editors note: Nine studmts .from 
the Print Reporting class attended 
the 50th Anniversary commemora-
tion of the Little Rock Nine in the 
courtyard of Central High School 
Below are the reactiom of several 
class members. 
When this day first stasted, 
I had no idea what to expect. 
Until I knew that J was going 
to this event, I 
an early age. But it is also one 
of the bright spots in Arkansas' 
history. 
In our small state, nine 
students defied the system that 
relegated them to second-class 
citizens. It makes me proud that 
I am an Arkansan. I am nor 
proud of the racism of whites, 
some of which for all I know 
might be my distant relatives. 
As former 
President had never heard 
about the Little 
Rock Nine. 
In the days 
prior to the 
ceremony, I 
read articles that 
allowed me to 
brush up on this 
missing history 
in my life. I was 
overwhelmed by 
the idea of all 
"lri our small state, 
nine students 
defied the system 
that relegated them 
to second-class 
Bill Clinton 
would say in 
his speech, I 
am proud that 
these nine stu-
dents and their 
families forced 
the state co 
deal with what 
was going on. 
For that I am 
citizens. It makes 
me proud that I am 
an Arkansan." 
chose troops needjng to escott 
nine students into a school. It 
seemed unreal that a mob of 
students would protest the ad-
mittance of nine students based 
on race. 
Central's class president said 
that our genera_tion will never 
have any idea of that kind of 
pain. I believe that because, I 
have never been called names or 
been spit upon trying ro enter a 
building just to leasn. 
Many of the speakers 
emphasized that progress is still 
continuing. We cannot accept 
things as they are now. We need 
to continue to broaden our 
horizons. 
While we still need to grow, 
it is evident that growth has 
already taken place. On the 
shuttle to the high school and 
in the crowd, white and black 
people sat side by side. There 
was nor a divide between the 
two races. This woul9. not have 
happened 50 years ago. 
When leaving the event, our 
class had to get on a bus to rake 
up back to the parking lots. I 
got on the bus, and I asked a 
black woman if I could sit next 
to her. The racial lines did not 
exist. Again, this would not 
"have happened 50 years ago. 
-Michelk Greer 
"When we walked on to the 
casnpus of Little Rock Cen-
tral High School I sensed the 
importance of the commemo-
ration that I didn't quite feel 
_ prior to our arrival. I had heard 
of the Little Rock Nine. And 
I knew that their story is very 
important to civil rights and 
American history. Bur it was 
just a story with pictures before 
I walked on the same ground 
as those nine black high school 
students did 50 yeass ago. 
It was said several rimes 
during Tuesday's ceremony 
that the events that occurred 
50 yeass ago were among the 
darkest in Arkansas' history. 
This is true, when you consider 
the ignorant hatred that these 
nine were forced to face at such 
proud. 
-Carson Fant 
I thought that one of the 
most touching statements was 
when the first of the Nine to 
come to the podium, Melba 
Pattillo Beals, spoke of how she 
used to fear white police and 
how she felt after being guarded 
by white police during the past 
couple of days. 
"/\1; I was stepping out of my 
limousine, a white man reached 
for the lapel of my coat and 
straightened it," Beals said. "It is 
the look in your eye, the smile 
on your face - whether white, 
black, yellow, blue - and the 
willingness to move ahead that 
lets me know that we're go nna 
make it. We're gonna make it 
guys." 
I think this just made me 
realize that we've come a very, 
very long way since 1957. Beals' 
worst fear was a white police 
officer, so I found it fitting that 
a nice gesture of srraighrening 
a collar came from what she 
formerly feared the most. 
The fact that this meant 
so much to her is a testament 
to how we've done what we 
should've done as far as racism: 
moved forward to a time when 
the color of your skin shouldn't 
make a bit of difference as to 
what you are entitled to as a 
citizen of this country. 
-Brandon Higgins 
My thoughts on the day 
starred long before the program 
began and speakers stepped up 
to the podium. I was touched 
from the moment we entered 
the gates to boasd the shuttle 
bus; it was there that I saw the 
true celebration of this monu-
mental date displayed. 
Together, blacks and whites 
worked together to make th~ 
day a success - they ushered 
us in, smiles lit up their faces as 
they laughed with each other. 
Everyone filed onto the bus, sit-
ting wherever there was a place 
- not worried about whether 
the person next to them was 
Music Schedule For 2007 Lectureships 
Groups performing next week: 
Sunday, Sept. 30 
Concert Choir/Belle Canto 
(6:30 p.m., Benson) 
Monday, Oct. 1 
Harding Academy Chorus 
(6:30 p.m., Benson) 
Old ·Time Gospel Singing 
(8:45 p.m., Cone Chapel) 
Tuesday, Oct. 2 
Good News Singers 
(6:30 p.m ., Benson) 
Chamber Singers 
(8:45 p.m ., Reynolds) 
Wednesday, Oct. 3 
University Chorus 
(6:30 p.m., Benson) 
Belles & Beaux 
(8:30 p.m., Benson) 
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photos by JEREMY D. BEAUCHAMP I The Bison 
People from all over the nation gathered Tuesday to commemorate the SOth anniversary of t he integration of Little Rock Central High School. 
Below: Print Reporting students, Molly Morris, Ashton Reely, Steven Davis, Amanda Pruitt, Brandon Higgins, Danielle Kanipe, Derek 
McCormick, Michelle Greer and Carson Fant also attended the event. 
Commemoration 
By Numbers 
1 
9 
-U.S. President in 
attendance on 
Tuesday. President 
Cli nton was present 
along with his wife, 
Sen . Hillary Clinton. 
·members of the 
Nine who spoke, the 
first time all nine 
have ta lked public ly 
at the same event. 
4 QOO·estimated number 
' of people at the 
ceremony Tuesday. 
1927 ·year Lit tl e Rock Central High School 
opened. The school 
is now a Nationa l 
Histori c Site. 
black or white, rich or poo,. 
On any ordinary day, I 
would not have paid much at-
tention to this, but it occurred 
to me in rhe midst of this occa-
sion, that this would not be the 
scene I would have witnessed 
had it been 50 yeass easlier. 
When we arrived at the 
high school, I was immediately 
caught up in h ow beautiful the 
building was. Ir was not long, 
however, before the stories of 
human ugliness ... at its peak over-
shadowed its out\Yard exquisite-
ness. Though I expected more 
of a reflection on the terrible 
even rs of rhar time, the mes-
sages presented were filled with 
words of hope and inspiration 
rather than a dwelling on the 
past. 
-Ashton Reely 
When most would have 
stayed home and either accepted 
their fate or wished someone 
else would come along and 
solve their problems for them, 
these nine took their lives into 
their own hands. They were 
determined to rake what had 
recently been guaranteed them 
by the case ofBrow,p v. Board 
of Education. They were going 
be educated in an integrated 
school, no matter what the 
popular consensus. 
I think that the emcee D ebo-
rah Mathis said it best when, as 
she told her story of being able 
to pursue her passion of journal-
ism, of being the first black 
edi tor of the Little Rock Central 
High newspaper, she said these 
"nine people had gone through 
and opened a bunch of doors 
fo r me." I find this much more 
fitting than if sh e had said "torn 
down so m any walls," because 
that implies the problem is 
fixed, that the rubble had been 
carted away and sod placed over 
the spot where the wall was, so 
all could forget. 
Using the door metaphor 
shows thar some doors are open 
now, while some are still closed . 
Some open doors are sometimes 
locked and may even have a 
bouncer standing outside. 
-Dem"ck McCormick 
The N ine. For years I had 
learned about Little Rock Cen-
ttal H igh School and the story 
behind its -histo rical in tegration . 
My teachers tried to convey 
the significance behind the 
landmark event and I always 
found it interesting, but I never 
truly grasped the power of it all 
- until today. 
W itnessing the SOth An-
niversary celebration brought 
everything home and opened 
my eyes to the impact the Little 
Rock Nine had on the struggle 
for civil rights and our country 
as a whole. 
Governor Mike Beebe made 
a simple bur powerful state-
ment in reference ro the Little 
Rock Nine when he said, "You 
"1 O" Health conscious + money starved individuals 
who want + need extra Energy! 
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FIRST 
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ENERGY DRINK! 
Join the Bevo1ut ion! 
Only 24 Cal. + 5 Carbs 
888.297.4481 [24/7] www.drinkactusa.com 
Satruday Nights 
Open 
7-llpm 
Looking for a change of scenery? 
Low on cash? 
You are welcome at T he Rock Ho use. 
Bring food! Bring friends! Bring fun! 
Wireless Internet Available. 
were right; those who opposed high school that rejected them, 
you were wrong." It's as simple cheered by the same people who 
as that. I also liked when the raised riots across on the streets 
governor pointed out that those in 1957. 
nine individuals went to Central Tuesday was a powerful 
High to leasn but what they ac- starement of change, a lesson 
tually did was teach. I think this on the improvements and a call 
day showed us that we should towards the future. 
continue to allow ourselves to be -Amanda Pruitt 
taught by this group and learn 
from their perseverance. 
-Danielle Kanipe Perhaps the story is now too 
far removed from some sru-
dents. One Central High senior 
No one applies for the posi- I spoke to, a photographer for 
tion of hero; few people would the school newspaper, said she 
even want the rirle after reading feels that the school has come a 
the job descriprion. Heroes long way, and that she does not 
sometimes slay rhe dragon and see racism as a prevalent issue 
earn the hand of a beautiful in the school now. Her concern 
maideni bur more often the was that roo many students do 
name "hero" is earned after not know the history that gave 
daysi weeks and sometimes years them integrated schools. 
of working despite the jeering, .. Even some students who 
mocking opposition . People grew up here [in Little Rock] 
are called heroes only after they don't know what happened in 
have endured the ridicule and 1957," she said. "It kind of makes 
rose to exceed expectations. me mad. It is so important. " 
Nine black students en tered The student reporter we 
Little Rock Central High met - her name is Megan 
School on Sept. 25, 1957 not - told us they don't usually 
expecting to become heroes do much to commemorate this 
and feared more for their lives anniversary every year, and that 
as armed forces escorted them she is proud and excited to be a 
away from rhe masses of white member of the graduating class 
opposition and the heel-drag- 50 years after integration. She 
ging Arkansas government told us all the students got a day 
afraid of social change. off of school, but that every se-
The Little Rock N ine, now nior got a free ticket, and she was 
old storytellers and living his- sure most of the other students 
rorical rem inders, remain heroes would watch the commemora-
of chose troubled times were rion ceremony on TV. 
honored at the gates of the very -Molly Morris 
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Do You Want A Muffin, Man? 
TAYLOR DURHAM I THE BISON 
Students wait in line for a muffin in front of the Benson following muffin chapel on Sept. 19. Each 
semester students and faculty conduct chapel outside and enjoy refreshments afterward. 
College of Education 
Welcomes Doctoral Program 
21 Students Enrolled For Fall Semester 
By CARSON FANT 
stude'nt reporter 
Harding University now offers 
a docroral degree in educational 
leadership for those interested in 
school administration. 
Twenty-one students are 
enrolled in the program for the 
fall semester. 
Courses are offered on Harding's 
Searcy, North Little Rock and 
Bentonville campuses. Some classes 
are conducted through video con-
ference, or what Dr. Tony Finley 
calls a "hybrid course." 
Finley, Assistant Vice President 
for Aduk-and Extended Educati~n, 
s"aid the' Canon-Clary College' of 
Education..chose the educational 
leadership doctorate to "attract 
more students" than another deg;ree 
in education. 
However, he added, the current 
enrollment number is roughly the 
ideal number of the program. 
The program began earlier this 
year with 12 students, and Finley 
said the maximum enrollment is 
set at around 25. 
Students in the program will 
complete their coursework in 18 to 
24 months. Many srudents work 
full-time in local school districts. 
Bisons For Christ 
One such srudent is Rick Duff, 
Director of Student Services for 
the Beebe school district. 
Balancing a full-time job 
and additional class work can 
be challenging, bur Duff said 
that the teachers at Harding are 
"very encouraging." 
"The instrucrors are very sup-
portive," Duff said. 
Harding already offers multiple 
masters' programs in the College 
of Education, something that 
Finley said was an encouragement 
to start a doctorate degree. 
"[IheoollegeofEducation is] ready 
for the next step," Finley said. 
Senior Bridgete Anderson, freshma n Caitlin Curl and other members of the women's 
Abattoir ultimate frisbee team clean out a house as part of the Bisons For Christ service day. 
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H arding Park North 
Adds Beauty To Race St. 
By ASHTON REELY 
news editor 
the changes that are taking place. 
"The response from the communiry has been 
overwhelmingly positive because as they drive by 
Race Street now they can see the Harding campus 
and now it will look so much cleaner and more 
attractive," Burks said. 
As part of a long-term plan to continually expand 
its campus, approximately three years ago Harding 
purchased land on rhe north side of campus and 
began its construction on Race Street. 
"[This is] part of our long-range plan to acquire 
property that is adjacent to the H arding campus in 
a strategic location,'' President David Burks said. 
"Property that comes up for sale that's close to the 
campus that we think there might be a very valuable 
need for at some point in the future, our policy is 
always to purchase that property if we are in the 
position to do so." 
"In fact, the city council and the mayor wrote 
me a letter last week expressing appreciation for 
that project and all that's been done." 
Srudents like the idea of adding another beauti-
ful area on campus. , 
"I think that it will be a very new and exciting 
place for the squirrels to play in," senior Janelle 
Jones said. 'Tm looking forward to seeing how it 
will look when it's fini shed." 
Burks said there are no se t plans for the 
property at the present time, and that for the 
time being it will remain a fenced lawn area for 
students and their activicres. 
Burks said the land could eventually be the site 
of a future building. 
"I think many years, decades down the road that 
land will really become important as we continue 
to grow and develop," Burks said. Burks said they hope to plant temporary rye 
grass after the weather gers cooler and replace ir 
with permanent grass in the sprin'g. 
The brickwork on the fence is being completed 
and after being painted will be placed around the 
park area - hopefully by Nov. 1 
Burks said the Searcy community is pleased with 
"I don't think you're going to see it today. I 
think what you'll see today is a more attractive 
entrance ro the campus but that's not the only 
reason to do it. The major reason is to provide 
future expansion for what our needs might be 
down the road." 
'Pierced' Group Makes A Difference 
By JEREMY WATSON 
copy editor 
A recently formed student or-
ganization called Pierced is trying 
to more fully embody the church 
through service in the community 
and by "simply loving." 
The idea for Pierced developed 
i·n the spring of 2007 at the 
Harding University in Greece 
program. Several students spend-
ing a semester there decided they 
wanted to do more to try to live 
up to many of Jesus' teachings on 
servanthood. 
" We decided that if we 
could gather at least some 
of the admittedly impe rfect, 
action-oriented, take-the-
scri ptures-o n-taki ng-care-o f-
widow-and-o rphans-li terally, 
honest, creative kind of people 
on campus together that maybe 
God could stir something," 
said Liz Schallerr, one of the 
people m.ost involved with 
·getting' Pl'i"?ced starred:" 
"l kll'<llW'rliat there are tons 
of these authentic Chris tian 
people on campus. We we re 
just ready for a group to gather 
together in ideas, zeal, spirit 
and action." 
Schallert said that the idea 
ro scare a group like this came 
together over many meals in 
Greece where students discussed 
what they thought the church 
should look like in roday's world 
and whether rh~ themselves were 
living up to ir. 
She said char although people 
as humans are imperfect, they can 
still make some changes to strive 
for perfection. 
"Basically, we just want to 
authentically love people. We 
want to build bridges between the 
groups on this campus, between 
Harding and the community, the 
homeless and those in mansions 
- whatever that happens to look 
like," Schallert said. 
"I say 'we,' but more than that 
we want to be in tune enough to 
rhe Spirit to show us how to act 
and move. We're hoping rhat ir 
ends up looking more like Jesus 
than ourselves." 
Pierced is a fairly small group 
n ow, with abo u t 20 p eople 
involved, but is growing. They 
are involved in several different 
service proj ects, some focused 
on helping other organizations 
already established, like the 
H omeless Ministry in Li t tle 
Rock and a group of students 
that takes meals rn homeless in 
~itdt"Rock 'on ·Saturdays. 1 
Oth er p roje«:~s are being 
planned chat are completely new, 
like a monthly community feast 
on Sept. 30 at Berryhill Park. 
Pierced is also helping Jacob's 
House, a homeless shelter that is 
opening next month near Hard-
ing, by collecting donations to 
buy furniture and appliances fo r 
the house. 
M embers of Pi erc ed said 
that they feel the main goal of 
the group is just to show Jesus 
in every action and love those 
around them. 
"When we are together I don't 
feel like I have to pretend that 
I'm perfect," sophomore Marie 
Yates said. 
"I can rejoice in rhe fact that 
I am a fallen sinner who is saved 
by a perfect Savior. There is so 
much love in this group. We just 
want to be the hands of Jesus and 
spread His love in whatever way 
He shows us." 
T he mission st atem ent of 
Pierced describes a group that is 
very people-oriented and outward 
reaching. 
"Our mission statement on 
paper is chis," Schallert said. 
"A group of people trying to 
simply love the way Jesus did. 
We strive to be not jusr doers of 
the word, bur also encouragers 
and enablers to the ministries 
already in place on campus. 
"We believe that God has 
p lace d us intentionally and 
that we have an opportunity to 
passionately share and serve the 
community we.are in. ·IJr•I 
"We know that ministry 
srarts with love and that God 
continuously takes risks through 
loving us, so we need to take 
risks in being authentic, pas-
sionate, impartial and maybe a 
bi t radical in how we love che 
people of this earth. 
"We are striving co be the 
church as God intended. N ot 
perfect, but seeking His guidance 
and truth. This mission is not our 
own. We are pierced and we are 
vessels. Our message put simply: 
Just Love." 
TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison 
Harding soccer coach Greg Harris and his players conducted. a soccer cl inic for children in the 
area as part of the Sept. 19 activities. Approximately 2000 students partici pated in the event. 
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Burma I 
Economic, 
By JAMES FERGUSOI'\ 
student reporte1 
I n the 1940s Burma was one of the wealthiest coun-
tries in Southeast Asia. It 
was once rhe world's largest 
exporter of rice. During British 
administration, Burma supplied 
oil through the Burma Oil 
Company. Burma also had a 
wealth of natural and labor re-
sources. ,It produced 75 percent 
of the world's teak and had a 
highly literate population. The 
country was believed to be on 
the fast track to development. 
Thar track has been dam-
aged and within the past de-
cade has been burned to a crisp. 
The nation of Burma is now 
listed among one of South East 
Asiis poorest nations. This is 
due largely to the coup of I 990 
when the nation had an elec-
tion and the military party got 
less than 2 percent of the vote. 
The nation has been under 
strict totalitarian government 
ever since then. This alone is a 
social injustice, but what has 
become of this government and 
its policy towards villagers is 
indescribably worse. 
The government of Burma 
spends between 75-90 percent 
of its GDP on the 600,000 
active soldiers in its employ and 
gives them free reign over the 
country. These soldiers, all on 
active duty, are roving through 
the country in control of every 
aspect of the government. This 
control includes control over 
any hope its people may have 
had for basic rights. 
The military ftequencly 
rounds up villagers in its travels 
and forces them to carry things 
for them across the country, or 
forces them into various labor. 
Recently a French oil company 
had an entire oil pipeline built 
by military slaves. Not only do 
they force chem into being slaves 
during the day; bur at night they 
will take a woman and let all the 
banalion rape her. 
1 When daylight comes again, 
they will make sure she is work-
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Beauty To Race St. 
By ASHTON REELY 
news editor 
the changes that are raking place. 
"The response from the community has been 
overwhelmingly positive because as they drive by 
Race Street now they can see the Harding campus 
and now it will look so much cleaner and more 
attractive," Burks said. 
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mmunity is pleased with 
"In face, the city council and the mayor wrote 
me a letter last week expressing appreciation for 
that project and all chat's been done." 
Students like the idea of adding another beauti-
ful area on campus. . 
"I chink chat it will be a very new and exciting 
place for the squirrels to play in,"' senior Janelle 
Jones said. "I'm looking forward to seeing how it 
will look when it's finished." 
Burks said the land could eventually be the site 
of a future building. 
"I think many years, decades down the road thar 
land will really become important as we continue 
to grow and develop," Burks said. 
"I don't think you're going to see ir today. I 
think what you'll see today is a more attractive 
entrance to the campus but that's not the only 
reason to do it. The major reason is to provide 
future expansion for what our needs might be 
down the road." 
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as humans are imperfect, they can 
still make some changes to strive 
for perfection. 
"Basically. we just want co 
authentically love people. We 
want to build bridges between the 
groups on this campus, between 
Harding and the community, the 
homeless and those in mansions 
- whatever that happens to look 
like,'' Schallerr said. 
"I say 'we,' but more than that 
we want to be in tune enough to 
the Spirit to show us how to act 
and move. We're hoping that it 
ends up looking more like Jesus 
than ourselves." 
Pierced is a fairly small group 
now, with about 20 people 
involved, bur is growing. They 
are involved in several different 
service projects, some focused 
on helping other organizations 
already established, like the 
Homeless Ministry in Little 
Rock and a group of students 
that takes meals to homeless in 
Little•rRock •on Saturdays. •" 
Other projeets are being 
planned that are completely new, 
like a monthly community feast 
on Sept. 30 at Berryhill Park. 
Pierced is also helping Jacob's 
House, a homeless shelter that is 
opening next month near Hard-
ing, by collecting donations to 
buy furniture and appliances for 
the house. 
Members of Pierced said 
that they feel rhe main goal of 
the group is jusr to show Jesus 
in every action and love chose 
around them. 
"When we are together I don't 
feel like I have to pretend that 
I'm perfect," sophomore Marie 
Yates said. 
"I can rejoice in the face chat 
I am a fallen sinner who is saved 
by a perfect Savior. There is so 
much love in this group. We just 
want to be the hands of Jesus and 
spread His love in whatever way 
He shows us." 
The mission statement of 
Pierced describes a group that is 
vety people-oriented and outward 
reaching. 
"Our mission sracemenr on 
paper is chis," Schallert said. 
"A group of people trying to 
simply love the way Jesus did. 
We strive to be not just doers of 
rhe word, bur also encouragers 
and enablers to the ministries 
already in place on campus. 
"We believe rhat God has 
placed us intentionally and 
that we have an opportunity to 
passionately share and serve the 
community we 'are ini. l~ i 
"We know that ministry 
starts with love and that God 
continuously takes risks through 
loving us, so we need to rake 
risks in being authentic, pas-
sionate, impartial and maybe a 
bit radical in how we love the 
people of this earth. 
"We are striving to be the 
church as God intended. Not 
perfect, but seeking His guidance 
and truth. This mission is not our 
own. We are pierced and we are 
vessels. Our message put simply: 
Just Love." 
TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison 
Harris and his players conducted.a soccer clinic for children in the 
activities. Approximately 2000 students participated in the event. 
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Burma Falls From 
Economic, Social Peak 
By JAMES FERGUSON 
student reporter 
I n the 1940s Burma was one of the wealthiest coun-
tries in Southeast Asia. It 
was once the world's largest 
exporter of rice. During British 
administration, Burma supplied 
oil through the Burma Oil 
Company. Burma also had a 
wealth of natural and labor re-
sources. le produced 75 percent 
of the world's teak and had a 
highly literate population. The 
country was believed ro be on 
the fast track to development. 
That track has been dam-
aged and within the past de-
cade has been burned to a crisp. 
The nation of Burma is now 
listed among one of South Ease 
Asia's poorest nations. This is 
due largely to the coup of 1990 
when the nation had an elec-
tion and the military party goc 
less than 2 percent of the vote. 
The nation has been under 
strict totalitarian government 
ever since then. This alone is a 
social injustice, but what has 
become of this government and 
its policy towards villagers is 
indescribably worse. 
The government of Burma 
spends between 75-90 percent 
of its GDP on the 600,000 
active soldiers in its employ and 
gives them free reign over the 
country. These soldiers, all on 
active dury, are roving through 
the country in control of every 
aspect of the government. This 
control includes control over 
any hope its people may have 
had for basic rights. 
The military frequently 
rounds up villagers in its travels 
and forces them to carry things 
for them across the country, or 
forces them into various labor. 
Recently a French oil company 
had an entire oil pipeline built 
by military slaves. Not only do 
they force them into being slaves 
during the day, but at night they 
will take a woman and let all. the 
battalion rape her. 
' When daylight comes again, 
they will make sure she is work-
ing all day. Not letting that 
woman sleep for days and when 
she has worn down completely, 
shoot her and leave her by the 
side of the road. 
That's just one reported 
happening. That happened 
last month. Over 173 separate 
reported incidents of rape 
involving over 625 young girls 
and women occurred between 
1996 and 200 I. Out of those 
173 incidents, only in one of 
them was someone punished. 
Many incidents go unreported 
though because many of the 
people who filed a complaint 
were fined, detained, tortured, 
or even killed by the military. 
Why would someone al-
low slavery, rape, and total 
free reign by a military? The 
government believes that these 
acts will teach a lesson co the 
country's 60 million inhabit-
ants that they are not to cross 
the government. 
As recently as April 2007, 
ten hu~anitarian protesters 
were met by over a hundred 
military and summarily beaten. 
Ir's gotten to the point where 
the Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations has declared they 
will no longer defend Burma 
in an open forum such as the 
United Nations. 
So what is holding this 
country afloat? India, C hina, 
and Russia have recently 
developed very close ties with 
the Burmese government 
because it offers some of the 
cheapest labor costs in the 
world due to forced slavery by 
the military. 
All three of these coun-
tries are on the U.N. Security 
council and have vetoed every 
move by the U.S. and Great 
Britain to put pressure from the 
U.N. on Burma. India, China 
and Russia are holding together 
a country that used military 
might to roll over democracy 
and enslave its populace. 
A country that would, 
under other circumstances, be 
tried for crimes that Saddam 
Hussein could barely dream 
of. 
DID YOU KNOW ... 
People in America ... 
... throw away enough glass bottles and jars every two weeks 
to fill 13.4 million square feet 
... use enough cardboard each year to make a bale as big as a 
football field and as high as the Sears Tower 
... throw away enough aluminum every three months to 
rebuild our entire commercial air fleet 
... Every day American businesses generate enough paper to 
circle the earth 20 times! 
... The energy saved from recycling one aluminum can will 
run your TV for three hours. 
... When you recycle one glass bottle, you save the amount 
of energy needed to light a I 00 watt bulb for four hours. 
... Only I percent of the world's water supply is usable; 97 
percent is in the ocean and 2 percent is frozen. 
... There are about 1000 milk jugs and other boccies in a re-
cycled plastic park bench! 
... It rakes two plastic soft drink bottles to make enough 
polyester fiber for a baseball eap. 
... Each ron of recycled paper can save 17 trees, 380 gallons 
of oil, and 7000 gallons of water! 
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Once In A Blue Moon 
photo by CHRIS HAMILTON I PETIT JEAN 
Students perform on the front lawn during the Chinese Moon Festival on Saturday. Also called the Mid-Autumn Festival, the Moon 
Festival is one of the most traditional events in Chinese culture. 
Students Put New Life Into Old Trash 
By CARA GUGLIELMON 
student reporter 
Remember the rumors about 
the U.S. moon-landing being a 
hoax? While it seems like Ameri-
cans will never know what really 
happened, maybe the excess of 
ttash in America could help unveil 
the truth. 
Every two days, Americans 
produce enough trash to fill garbage 
trucks lined up bumper-to-bwnper 
reaching to the moon. They can then 
fullow the road of trash to the moon 
itself and see if American fuotprints 
actually mark its surface. 
'While few Americans will ever 
leave fuotprincs on the moon, all of 
them mark this earth daily by the 
way they use its narura1 resources. 
Hardingsrudents, fuculty, and staff 
want to leave positive marks on the 
environment. Since recycling is one 
way to do that, several groups on 
campus are working to give studen"' 
the opportunity to recycle. Plans 
include starting recycling pick-up 
at Harding with campus-wide 
recycling drop-of!S. 
Should a recycling system 
be accepted, students would- be 
able to recycle paper, bottles, cell 
phones, lithium batteries and 
print and toner cartridges among 
other items. 
Currently, srudents can recycle 
pap~r near campus mail in the 
student center, number one or 
two plastic bottles and alurninwn 
or steel cans outside of room 134 
in the Pryor-England building, 
print and toner cartridges in many 
dorm lobbies and cell phones near 
the student center steps leading 
to eampus mail. The library also 
recycles paper, print toner cartridges 
and aluminum cans. 
Those connected with Harding 
see many reasons to recycle. 
"Aren't we mandated by our 
existence ... to take care of what 
the Lord's given us>" Gregory 
Tatera, Director of Facility Services 
"We have the 
outlet-a new 
recycl ing faci l ity, with 
management that is 
excited to be involved 
with Harding ... we 
just need to get our 
university plugged into 
it." 
Molly Morris 
at Harding, said. "We sure take 
more than we give. I think we 
have an obligation." 
Harding Library Director 
Ann Dixon agrees that Harding 
should recycle. 
"I believe we all have an obli-
gation to God's world to recycle 
what we can," Dixon said. "If the 
amount of paper that is left behind 
in the library is any indication of 
the amount of paper we are wast-
ing on this campus, we should all 
be ashamed." 
Many students have recognized 
rhe need for recycling on cam-
pus and want co· do something 
about it. 
"We have the outlet - a new 
recycling fuciliry, with management 
that is excited to be involved with 
Harding - right here in town; we 
just need to get our UnM:city plugged 
into it." senior Molly Morris said. 
Supporters of the recycling pro j-
eer say that it can benefit not only 
the environment, but individuals 
and institutions as well. 
"As a nation, scare, and city 
we can try to keep landfills from 
overllowing, and [recycle] ... so 
that we can preserve resources," 
Morris said . 
"In a school of more than 6,000 
people, we really will make and 
see a difference when we all start 
saving paper. As an individual, I 
just feel good about recycling. It's 
nice to know that when you throw 
some things away, they aren't just 
photo by TAYLOR DURHAM ITHE BISON 
Recycling bins are placed at various locations on campus. Concerned 
students and faculty members are encouraging Harding to get 
involved in the environmental efforts. 
going away forever - they'll get 
used again." 
Selling bottles, cans, and other 
items to recycling plants also yields 
a profit. Chancellor Clifton Ganus 
and the Searcy Lions Club buy 
glasses for the "sight-impaired" 
ofWhite County with the profit 
they make from collecting and 
selling old cell phones. 
By donating old cell phones, 
students "could be helping the 
blind and near blind and get rid 
of old junk," Ganus said. 
"There is money to be made 
directly if[you] cikealwninwn [to 
Thompson recycling]," Associate 
Professor of Chemistry, Dr. Keith 
Schramm, said. 
Schramm and his spring 2007 
Energy, Pollution, and Society class 
made $12 &om oollocting and selling 
recyclable products and donated it 
to Ghana, West Africa. 
Tarera is working to unite 
campus recycling efforts and 
produce a long-lasting recycling 
system. 
"I thinkweoouldhaveoonrainers 
in buildings by mid-November," 
Tatera said. 
Students can do several things 
to contribute to recycling until a 
campus-wide system is in place. 
"Save up your old Bisons and 
book reports and make sure they 
don't jusr get thrown out with last 
week's pizza box," Morris said. 
"When you see the recycling bins 
... use them. Meanwhile, just be 
careful. Print double-sided to 
reduce all the paper we waste. 
You can take old grocery bags to 
Wal-Mart and recycle them in 
huge bins by the front entrances. 
We'll surely come up with more 
ways to help and be involved as 
we move on." 
ADVERTJSING 
The Bison is circulated to a 4,000+ local 
primary readership, and 1,500+ nationally. 
As a popular student publication, the Bison is 
a perfect avenue of exposure to the college 
market. 
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Adrienne Brenon, Business Manager 
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INFORMATION 
The Bison Is a campus newspa-
per, edited and largely financed by 
students, seeking to provide high-
quality journalistic discussion of 
issues of concern to the Harding 
community. 
It also serves as an educational 
tool for students, providing practical 
experience to enhance skills learned 
In the classroom. 
The Bison recognizes its re-
sponsibility to be accurate, fair 
<1nd objective in its reporting 
while upholding the Christian 
ideals for which Harding Univer-
sity exists. 
It attempts to serve as a forum 
for student perspectives, welcoming 
letters to the editor which adhere to 
ethical and professional standards 
and are no more than 300 words 
in length. 
Signed columns appearing in the 
Bison are the views of the writer and 
may not reflect the official policy of 
the Harding University administra-
tion. Unsigned columns represent 
the view of the editorial board. 
The Bison is published weekly 
(except during breaks, test weeks 
and summer sessions) by Harding 
University, Searcy, AR 72149. Sub-
scription rate: S 1 O per year. 
Periodical postage (USPS 
577600) paid at Searcy, AR 72143. 
Postmaster: Send address changes 
to Harding University Box 11192, 
Searcy, AR 72149·0001 . Contact 
the Bison office at 501 -279-4139 
or 501-279-4471 or send faxes to 
501 -279-4127. 
LETTER POLICY 
The Bison welcomes 
your views on issues of 
interest to the Harding 
community. Letters to 
the editor from students, 
faculty, administrators and 
the Searcy community are 
encouraged. 
Letters must be signed, 
contain a phone number for 
verification and be no more 
than 300 words in length. 
The Bison reserves the 
right to edit letters for style, 
clarity and brevity. 
Letters to the editor may 
be submitted to HU Box 
11192. 
Beware 
politidans in 
the middle of 
the road. 
Country For Sale, Waffles Included 
eBay Crisis Leaves Belgium Going For 10 Million 
I f you haven't checked eBay . lately, you missed out on a rare 
opportunity to get into real 
estate. Nearly 12,000 square miles 
of real estate, to be exact. For three 
exciting days last week, the country 
of Belgium was for sale. 
"Belgium: a Kingdom in Three 
Parts," the listing read, promising 
lovely vacation spas and all the Go-
diva chocolates the buyer could eat. 
Before eBay officials removed the ad, 
the bidding reached 10 million euro. 
That's close to $14 million U.S., in 
case you needed further proof that 
your next European vacation will cost 
way more than you planned. 
Anyway, I am trying to reconstruct 
how all this happened. I'm picturing a 
guy named Vinny who needs to raise 
some quick cash for a weekend golf 
getaway. Rummaging through the 
attic,lhe finds a few old Air Supply 
reco.rlls, a rusted Hong Kong Phooey 
lunchbox and a Beanie Baby that was 
supposed to pay for his kids' college, 
but that now, in retrospect, seems a 
rather silly way to have spent $600. 
As this savvy entrepreneur is taking 
digital photos of his new-found mer-
chandise, his wife comes in. 
"Honey," she says, "why don't you 
get rid of some of those countries ly-
ing around the garage? I really need to 
pull my minivan in there." 
A light bulb goes ~ff in Vinny's 
head. "Eureka! I had forgotten all 
about that junk in there. Let's sell 
it on eBay!" But then he pauses, 
conscience stricken. "Well, we have 
to keep Luxembourg, since that 
MICHAEL CLAXTON 
Guest 
Space 
If you miss one day in real 
estate school, you could 
go for years assuming 
that sovereign· countries 
can in fact have a going-
out-of-business sale. 
was a gift from your aunt Edna. But 
I don't even remember where we got 
Belgium. I bet that'll bring big bucks. 
You know, with all the waffies and 
stuff." 
Shipping would, of course, be a 
7,' 1110<1 
problem, and Office Depoe ma7 not 
have quite enough bubble wra"p in ') 
stock. But Vinny is not one to let 
small problems stand in the way of a 
golf weekend, so within minutes, Bel-
gium hits the virtual auction block. 
As it turns out, that's not quite what 
happened. According to Paul Ames, a 
writer for the Associated Press, the ad 
was posted by a "disgruntled Belgian'' 
who was fed up with the political 
squabbling in his country and wanted 
to register his protest by hawking 
Belgium on eBay, the online garage sale 
that wouldn't die. 
But here's the funny pare. While 
the famed auction service was ini-
tially amused by the ad, after the bid 
reached 10 million euros, eBay inter-
vened. "We decided to take it down," 
PR guy Peter Burin claimed, "just to 
avoid confusion." 
Thank goodness. Imagine the 
confusion had this sale actually gone 
through. You'd be surprised at the 
number of land speculators out there 
who don't actually realize that they 
cannot buy an entire nation in order 
to "flip it." If you miss one day in real 
estate school, you could go for years 
assuming that sovereign countries can 
in fact have a going-out-of-business 
sale. And don't get me started on the 
closing costs. 
Furthermore, if eBay hadn't put its 
foot down, cash-strapped countries 
might have started popping up for 
sale everywhere. Great Britain would 
have felt the pang most acutely: 
"Blimey," the Prime Minister might 
say. "If only we still had the colonies. 
l'd bet we could get some gobsmack-
ing cash for New Zealand! Think of 
what Peter Jackson would have bid 
just to rent it for those "Lord of the 
Rings" films. Oh, bother." · 
But it now appears that an inter-
national land crisis has been averted 
by quick-thinking executives at eBay. 
No ill-conceived consumer land-grab-
bing craze is going to start on their 
watch. Now if only they had stepped 
in during the whole Yu-Gi-Oh thing. 
Anybody want to buy a Charizard 
card? I'm willing to let it go for $65. 
MICHAEL CLAXTON is an as-
sistant professor of English and a 
frequent contributor to the Bison 
and may be contacted at mclax-
to 1@harding.edu 
Learning To Believe At Harding 
N ericans are not often aware hat their strong beliefs shock 
hinese students strongly. As 
a Chinese student, I've been at Hard-
ing for nearly a month, and "learning 
to believe" is the first lesson I have 
learned. 
Before I came to the U.S., all the 
information I had indicated that 
Americans have the direct think-
ing chat is simple, blunt and even 
described to be a bit foolish. How-
ever, I found a completely different 
story here. Americans are simple, not 
because of their straightforward way 
or thinking, but their belief. Even 
though I have just arrived here, it's 
easy to find that in most cases, Ameri-
cans are willing to trust others, believe 
in God and keep faith with what they 
are looking for, all of which makes 
them much simpler and happier. 
When I joined a Bible study for 
the first time, I could not help but 
associate with people around me, even 
though we hadn't met before. They 
were reading the Bible loudly, singing 
the songs sincerely and they were so 
proud of their beliefs, which makes 
them hold together with family, 
friends and guests. They held hands, 
hugged each other and shared food 
and drink. In my opinion, what they 
were really doing was expressing love 
- the deep, tender, ineffable feeling 
of affection and solicitude. 
At Harding, American friends 
always ask me what I think of Chris-
tianity. It's a difficult question for 
a Chinese person. Compared with 
Christianity, Buddhism has played an 
important role in Asian countries for 
a long time, especially in China and 
India. At a young age, our grandpar-
ents took us to the temples with obla-
tions like chicken, fruit and burned 
joss sticks to worship the Bodhisattva 
who were said to be the creators with 
the strongest power. They adored 
them with deep 
love, asked help 
from them and 
hoped their 
offspring would 
follow this tradi-
tion. 
However, 
Buddhism has 
become a strange 
People tend to 
trust others and 
believe their sur-
roundings are full 
of love, because 
they share the 
same thing in 
common. 
word for the new generation in Chi-
na. They don't believe in any religion, 
or an idol or a sacred object, buc they 
believe in themselves with real power 
and they are proud of that. Therefore, 
religion can't hold the family together 
anymore; it even poses a threat to the 
relationship between the young and 
the old to some extent. That's differ-
ent from what I see at Harding, where 
Christianity attaches importance to 
the connections among interpersonal 
relationships. 
Besides believing in God, for me, 
"learning to believe" has another 
meaning: Try to trust people around 
you. When I came into the student 
center for the first time, I was amazed 
by the fact that bags, books and even 
computers were put on open shelves 
without any lock. Maybe this is only 
a small habit at Harding. But in my 
view, this is a certain kind of trust. 
People tend to trust others and believe 
their surroundings are full of love, 
because they share the same thing in 
common. 
When I lived in China, an Ameri-
can friend asked me why Chinese 
people, especially in the big city, don't 
like carrying bags on their back but 
put them over shoulders or arms. The 
reason I told him shocked him a lot: 
most of them are afraid for the safety 
of their bags because thieves will steal 
things when the bags are out of their 
sight. To some degree, this scarcity of 
security and trust leads to a great deal of 
tension, and makes life more complex 
and skeptical rather than the simple 
life here. People tend to suspect others' 
motives, interpersonal relationship and 
even thy religion that has been handed 
down for thousands of years. "Learning 
to believe" seems to be the first step to 
release the tension. 
Maybe someone will ask when I 
can finish it. There is no end here, 
and one month's learning may be the 
end of the beginning, but definitely 
not the beginning of the end. Now 
at Harding, as Betrand Rusesell said, 
"the longing for love, the search for 
knowledge and the unbearable pity 
for the sufferance of mankind" may 
be the next lessons I have to learn in 
the future. 
JIESHAN (NICOLE) lAN is a guest 
columnist for the Bison and may 
be contacted at jtan@harding.edu 
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Uncommon 
Sense 
Love Me 
Tenders 
D on'c it always seem to go, that you don't know what 
you've got 'til it's gone?" 
While Joni Mitchell's voice filled my 
car as I drove to Searcy this semester, I 
became painfully aware of what I was 
leaving behind. It always seems, as far 
as restaurant options in Searcy go, that 
you "don't know what you didn't have" 
until you return home for a summer 
of great food. 
The last time I was in Searcy, a 
restaurant called Just Ribs had just 
opened and just closed. In case some 
of you blinked and missed it, it was 
where Trail Dust had been, and bit 
the dust, a few years ago. While I can't 
know for sure, one reason for Just 
Ribs' short run could have been its 
motto: "It's so good it'll make your 
tongue slap your brains out!" Any 
restaurant slogan that ends " . . . your 
brains out" is probably more disturb-
ing than appetizing. 
Why does 
Searcy have 
such a hard 
time attract-
ing good 
places to eat? 
I pondered 
this question 
as I began 
the 105-mile 
stretch from 
Memphis 
To the mysterious 
citizen of Searcy 
who is applying to 
[build a Zaxby's]: 
if you're reading 
this, I want 
to thank you 
from the bottom 
of my stomach. 
to Searcy - a driving experience 
comparable to simultaneously watch-
ing Charlton Hesston's "The Ten 
Commandments" and "Ben-Hur" on 
mute. And it is in Marion, Ark., that 
I leave behind my favorite fast-food 
restaurant for three lonely months 
- Zaxby's. 
In case you haven't tasted the 
Zaxby's chicken experience, which 
the mission claims will "enrich lives 
one person at a time," it is the only 
restaurant exception where the Just 
Ribs motto may be applied. With over 
400 locations from Virginia to Texas, 
Zaxby's is becoming the In-N-Out of 
the South. They've raised the letter Z 's 
self-esteem from last to first with their 
delicious Zappetizers, Chicken Salad 
Zalads, Meal Dealz, Chicken Fingerz, 
Zax Sauce and Party Platterz. 
So as I drove past the banner for 
the limited-time-only Kickin' Chicken 
Sandwich with Tongue Torch Sauce, 
I knew it was time to do something 
drastic. 
I began my crusade by calling 
the Searcy Chamber of Commerce. 
Explaining that I was Zach Mcleroy 
(founder of Zaxby's), I said Searcy had 
topped our recent poll of candidates 
for a Zaxby's location. But since the 
entire Chamber of Commerce staff 
was out playing at a golf tournament, 
I was told to call back. My plan, 
however, didn't change: set up a virtual 
"blind-date" between an economic 
developer from Searcy and a franchise 
contractor from Zaxby's. Once on the 
phone with Zaxby's, I became Israel 
Moore (founder of Searcy) and pas-
sionately pitched Searcy as a chicken-
tender deprived college town made of 
Harding University, ASU-Searcy and 
Searcy Beauty College. Their response 
far exceeded my expectations. 
As a profile of White County was 
pulled up by the representative, she 
explained that negotiations, ir~nically, 
were already in place and that a ciri7.cn 
had begun the application process. Once 
the license agreement was signed, Zax-
by's would be built in 6 - 18 months. I 
was ecstatic. I learned all that is needed 
is $650,000 and one commercial acre. 
Who knows, if the pharmacy program 
doesn't start next year, perhaps their new 
building could become the nation's larg-
est Zaxby's. 
To the mysterious citizen of Searcy 
who is applying to "enrich lives one 
person at a time": if you're reading 
this, I want to thank you from the 
bottom of my stomach. While we 
must all find ways to be satisfi'ed with 
the options we do have in White 
County, it never fails to be creative. 
Some say call your congressman - I 
say, call your favorite chicken place. 
Who knows what could happen? 
Today Chili's, tomorrow Zaxby's, the 
next millennium - Panera Bread. 
TYLER JONES is the opinions 
editor for the Bison and may 
contacted at tjones3@harding.edu 
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part of the Bisons For Christ acfivities held on Sep\."19. While different 
athletic teams joinedlforces to make a difference on this special day. 
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"I think I got a B in Econ 
101. I got an A, howev-
er, in keeping taxes low." 
-President George W. 
Bush in a press conference last 
Thursday. 
"He spent $750,000 on 
that ball and that's what 
he's doing with it?" 
-Barry Bond's reply to 
fashion designer Marc Ecko, 
who asks the public to decide 
what to do with his purchase: 
Bond's 756th home-run ball. 
"You can't rob something 
that is yours." 
-Yale Galanter, OJ. 
Simpson's attorney who defend-
ed his client when Simpson tried 
stealing his own memorabilia. 
SEPT.30 
lectureship Begins 
OCT.3 
Lectureship 
• 
' 
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THE QUOTE 
"We all should be grateful to people in life who make _us move from 
opinion to conviction." 
- Bill Clinton speaking on Tuesday at Little Rock Central High School's SOth Anniversary Commemoration 
Counting On The Nine 
50 Years Later, Legacy Of Heroic Students Lives On T his week marks the 50th an-niversary of the Little Rock 
Nine. When thinking back 
to September of 1957, a student's 
mind wanders co the day when nine 
students rook a walk that would 
forever change civil rights history in 
America. On the morning of Septem-
ber 25, 1957, Ernest Green, Elizabeth 
Eckford, Jefferson Thomas, Terrence 
Roberrs, Carlocra Walls Lanier, Min-
nijean Brown Trickey, Gloria Ray 
Karlmark, Thelma Mothershed-Wair 
and Melba Pattillo Beals would never 
be known as individuals again, but as 
"The Liccle Rock Nine": the first nine 
African American students to enroll 
in a predominantly white school in 
Arkansas. These nine students would 
tear down the barriers of segregation. 
This day isn't so much about the 
specific walk these nine students took, 
but the walls broken down because 
of the :.Valk. Many lives after chat day 
have been forever changed. It cook a 
Jot of strength and determination to 
do what these nine did. One life char 
has been affected is my own. I person-
ally have been blessed to be in Chris-
tian education. And let's be honesr: ir 
all goes back co char monumental day. 
Mose of my life, I have been in 
classes where I was eirher one of a few 
or the only African American student. 
DANIELLE BAKER 
ences. I have been able to have a really 
good friend, Natalie Jo Davidson, 
who is white, and this relationship 
Guest 
Space 
has truly enriched my life. We have 
been through so much together, like 
staying up late and watching movies 
to those three o'clock in the morn-
By maintaining our 
focus on the important 
issues like social justice 
and treating people as 
equals, who knows where 
we will be in 2057. 
Some of my friends are of different 
races than I. These relationships have 
developed from my years in school, 
church and other outside activi-
ties. Every one of these relationships 
means the world to me, and I can'r 
imagine life without chem. If those 
nine courageous students hadn't been 
committed to the statement they were 
making, life would be so different for 
me. 
When asked to write.chis article, 
I couldn't help but ponder what life 
was like during that era. I haven"t had 
co endure rhe ridicule and humilia-
tion chat so many before me had to 
go through. I have been able to grow 
up in a world where I was "for the 
most part" accepted for my differ-
ing phone calls, talking about what 
boy has done chis and chat. All in all 
we have been there for each orher 
through chick and thin. If she weren't 
in my life, I would have this empry 
void jusr aching co be filled. 
Relationships such as mine with 
Natalie Jo would be hard ro have if it 
weren't for the courage of people like 
Jefferson Thomas, Thelma Mother-
shed-Wair, Elizabeth Eckford and Dr. 
Terrence Roberrs. I read in an arricle 
rhat Elizabeth Eckford commenced 
that, out of rhe nine1 she wouldn't 
do whar she did chat day again. I 
completely understand where she is 
coming from. I'd like to think I am 
a strong person but I don't know if 1 
would've been able to do what she did 
myself. I'm so thankful chat I won't 
have co because nine brave people did 
it before. 
This 50rh anniversary is very 
important. People always say that we 
' have history so we won't repeat past 
mistakes, and I wholehearredly agree 
wirh rhis statement. I beli~ve, as a 
country, we have evolved a lot from 
where we were back in the '50s and 
'60s. By maintaining our focus on the 
important issues like social justice and 
treating people as equals, who knows 
where we will be in 2057. Perhaps our 
children won't have co deal with racial 
issues ar all. 
In my sophomore year of high 
school, our chorus went to Wash-
ington, D.C., and I got ro stand 
on the grounds of the Washington 
Monument; it was an experience and 
a feeling I will never forget. Stand-
ing there knowing so many years 
before me people were protesting so 
I might grow up in a world where I 
was judged for who I am and nor the 
color of my skin was such an eye-
opening experience that I will never 
forget. I feel as long as we strive for 
this goal then we can eliminate any 
hard feelings we have for one another. 
My hope is that we continue to evolve 
and rry every day to keep alive whar 
Dr. Marcin Luther King said ar rhe 
1963 March on Washington: that we 
judge people by the content of their 
character, not by the color of their 
skin. 
DANIELLE BAKER is a guest 
contributor for the Bison and may 
contacted at dbakerl @harding. 
edu 
This Fall, Seize The Sneeze 
T he call to arms has been issued, and chose characrcr-who live near the foothills of the Ozarks MIKE JUSTUS, M.D. ized by a 
should prepare for the onslaught of autumn sneeze for 
a11ergens. H 0 use all seasons. 
Inflammation of the mucous membranes in the Pee dander, 
nose is referred to as rhinitis. The word itself sug- Cal I dust 
symptoms is suggestive of the diagnosis without ex-
tensive resting. Correlating recurrent suffering with 
a predictable season and assessing the response to 
medication will often separate allergic rhinitis from 
the non-allergic type. 
Personally, I have nothing against histamines, 
gests a swollen nose the size of a rhinoceros snouc. mites and 
All';\& s\!fferer~ ~'.~ re~dJ!Y,Jden~fywith chat , , , " 00 ~~7kr,oaches , im~t:' .,rt ., ... ../u• ,_.;~, .... _.,,,. ~ , • •: . .J:i.t.1 .... ·ll•i reprosent.types of year.-round exg~su!~~ which may 
,,,,.Allergic rhinitis is the response.of the body's generate similar symptoms as those ~ociaced with 
immune system to specific triggers in the envi- allergic rhinitis. 
but when they become obnoxious and irritating, I 
side wi~ the antihistamines. An over-che-cou~rer . u 
, antihistamine (diphcahydrami'*) can offer rclitbm 
f;om sneezing and itchy eyes, but its sedating sil:nP)>l 
effect may pro hi bi c daytime use. 
ronmenr .. These inhaled allergens are arcacked by A third rype of rhinitis occurs without an aller-
antibodies (IgE) which attach to n1ast cells. In the genie mechanism. Non-allergic rhinitis, which also 
fight that follows, the mast cells release histamine, produces runny nose, postnasal drip and sneezing, 
Prescription antihistamines and intranasal 
corticosteroid sprays offer convenience wirf 
single daily dosing and less sedation, bur cosr is 
causing a runny nose, postnasal drip, swollen eyes has no confrontation between IgE antibodies and 
and the dreaded sneeze without ceasing. mast cells. Cigarette smoke and viruses, i.e. cold 
Seasonal allergic rhinitis is triggered by allergens and flu, are common causes of non-allergic rhinitis. 
a consideration. Eventually by trial and error, the 
nose knows what treatment combination works 
besr. 
chat emerge at specific times of the year. Trees and It is understandable that with a search for al-
flower pollens are perpetrators of spring symptoms. lergens which irritate the nose, there is always the 
Ragweed, also a spring allergen, launches a sec- risk of blowing it. When allergic rhinitis is severe 
As the swirling winds of summer diffuse the 
ominous scent of ragweed, beware the Ides of 
September. 
ond siege of symptoms in lace summer and early enough, skin testing may be indicared ro help iden- Carpe Sneezum! 
aucumn. As leaves full in Ocrober and November, cify rhe offending triggers. Once rhe sensitivity to 
mold spores rise to levels significant enough to set specific allergens has been documented, desensitiza-
off congestion and sneezing. tion is possible with immunocherapy. 
Perennial rhinitis, induced by indoor allergens, is Usually, a careful history of the development of 
DR. MIKE JUSTUS is a Harding graduate and 
a family practice doctor in Searcy. He is a 
frequent contributor to the Bison. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
College Republicans President Refuses To Apologize For "Defending The Right To Live" 
M y name is Peter Davidson, and I am the Chair of 
College Republicans. I am 
writing in response to lasr weeks "Let-
ter to the Editor" regarding the fliers 
that I put up. In the lase issue, Chris 
Berry requested char rhe "College 
Republicans apologize to the srudencs, 
faculty and friends of Harding Uni-
versity in the form of an open letter." 
Well Mr. Berry, here is my lerrer, bur 
I am afraid you will find no such 
apology. 
Yes, it is true. For the fim College 
Republicans meeting of the semester, I put 
up fliers to announce the dace and time of 
our meeting. At the bocrom of these fliers, 
I wrote a phrase, which scared: "We'll vore 
Democrat when they srop killing babies!!" 
Evidently, this caused some controversy. 
I simply <tared the fucc that I would vore 
in fuvor of the Democratic Patry if they 
changed their seance on abortion. I put 
the fliers up fur rwo reasons: to publicize 
one of the main diffi:rences between the 
two parties and co generate interest for our 
meeting, that is all. 
le is a well-known fucr thar the Dem-
ocratic Party is the parry thar supports a 
"woman's right to choose" (see Demo-
cratic Platform for America), aka slowly 
raking apacr a child inside of its mother 
and then throwing it in the trash. Oh, 
some might say I'm being cruel, bur I'm 
just describing pacrial-bitrh abortion. In 
addirion, I haven't found a Biblical rea-
very thing chat we are called not to 
do? Murder. 
One thing I found quite entertain-
ing about the said lecrer to the editor 
was Mr. Berry's slogans. I'll stare with 
the first one: "We'll vote Republican 
when they stop starving the lower 
class." Well, if Mr. Berry is referring to 
not supporting welfue or affirmative 
son for Mr. Berry's frustra-
tion (isn't thar why we're all 
here anyway?). For instance: 
If you give money 
to [the Democratic) 
action, and in doing so 
the Republican parry is 
"scarving the lower class," 
then I have one thing Exodus 21:22-23. Ir says 
that if a man hits a pregnant 
woman, and there is serious 
injury, "Take life for life." 
party, you are sup-
porting what they 
do, and the candi-
dates that do them. 
co say: I Thessalonians 
3: 10. "If a man will not 
work, he shall not eat." I 
Mr. Berry's article goes 
on to say that I'm accusing people of 
being murderers if they belong to the 
Democratic Parry; wrong. Actually, I 
wasn't saying that at all: I was saying 
char you support a parry of which 
one of their main platforms is that of 
abortion. If you give money to that 
party, you are supporring whar rhey 
do, and rhe candidates that do them. 
Are you not essentially funding rhe 
could understand starving 
the poor by raising taxes non-stop, but 
that's the Democrats. The next slogan 
was "We'll vote for the GOP as soon as 
they srop ordering the killing oflraqis 
for weapons of mass destruction that do 
not exist." Wdl, in an intelligence report 
from 2006, Senator Rick Sancorum and 
Peter Hoekstra (head of the Intelligence 
Committee of House of Representa-
tives) scared, "Since 2003, Coalition 
forces have recovered approximacdy 
500 weapons munitions which contain 
degraded mustard or sarin nerve agent." 
Thar sounds an awful lor like weap-
ons of mass destruction co me, unless 
chemical and biological weapons aren't 
as bad as they're made out co be. 
The bonom line is that the Demo-
cratic party supports abortion, and I 
don't. I'm not a Republican: I am a 
Conservative. ~en the Democratic 
Parry and my beliefs coincide, I will 
have no qualms whatsoever voting for 
them. In rhe mean time, abortion is 
still wrong, and I will never apologize 
for defending the righr to live, nor 
will I apologize for opposing those 
who support otherwise. Show me 
chat I am wrong about this issue and 
I will change; I would love to see the 
Scripture char condones che killing of 
a child and the support of the parry 
char provides such an act, but I won't 
hold my breach. Until that time, agree 
to disagree, Mr. Berry. 
-PETE DAVIDSON, Sophomore 
LEDER POLICV Voting For Pro-Choice Candidate Is Approval Of Abortion 
The Bison welconies your vie>iS 
on issues of interest to the Harding 
community. Letters to the editor fron 
students, faculty, administrators and tte 
Searcy community are encourage<J, 
Letters must be signed, containa 
phone numberforverification and~ 
no more than 300 words in length. Th• 
Bison reserves the right to edit letters foi 
style, clarity and brevity'. 
Letters to the editor may be 
submitted to HU Box 11192. 
I n response co Chris Berry's recent letter, I offer the following: First, what a pregnant woman carries is either animal, vegetable, mineral or human. If it is human, and iris, killing ir before birth is murder (tubal 
pregnancy which makes necessary the taking of the ferus's life or both child and mother would die is an 
exception). Exodus 21:22-27 shows chat killing the unborn is murder and the man who did it under the law was 
subject co execution. 
I will not vote for anyone who endorses abortion. To do so would be an approval of his action (Romans 
1:32). 
I am alive today because my mother refused ro abort me although my biological father pressured her co do so. 
Likely, it is obvious ro all chat 1 was born out of wedlock and am an illegitimate. One does not leave his 
Christian faith outside the voting booth. 
-DR. JIMMY ALLEN, Professor Emeritus of Bible 
AMANDA PRUITI 
The Fish 
Wrap 
Trick-Or-
Terrorist P irares, chose scurvy buccaneers of the high seas, have earned 
themselves a pretty large amount 
of gold doubloons lately. Against all 
codes of conduct, pirates have actually 
stumbled upon this newfound treasure 
legally as rhey are now marketed as the 
most popular and beloved thieves and 
murderers in history. 
Between countless movies and ad-
venture novels, pirates have done pretty 
well for themselves lately, especially 
considering rhey enjoyed rheir heyday 
in the 17th and 18th centuries. 
According to Media By Numbers, 
chis summer's latest pirate installment, 
"Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's 
End," has grossed more than $300 mil-
lion in box office returns. The Pirates 
trilogy is certainly one of the most 
successful action series to come out in 
years, grossing more than $1 billion to 
dare. Noc bad for a bunch of plank-
walking, malnourished swashbucklers 
with scurvy, right? 
Fans of pirates even celebrate 
"International Talk Like a Pirate Day'' 
every year on Sept. 19. The holiday, 
rather self-explanatory, has been held 
every year 
since 1995, 
and some 
even don a 
bandana and 
glue a stuffed 
parrot on the 
shoulder for 
the occasion. 
Wouldn't 
Black beard, 
When did pirates 
stop being the 
foul-mouthed 
scoundrels of the 
high seas and start 
becoming the more 
fantasized, likeable 
antihero? 
Davy Jones and Long John Silver be 
proud to learn people are still making 
millions of dollars off their fine names? 
They'd probably be disappointed Hol-
lywood moguls and fiction writers are 
cashing in big on the eye-patches and 
bottles of rum image while the ghoscly 
pirates aren't earning a dime and canner 
p1rc · ri i , ... -"!;; f 
execute a propef .. ,r.eyenge (b5~~use o the 
whole "being dead" problem) . 
Still, old Long John Silver can't com-
plain chat his namesake is srill being 
remembered, and his legacy won't sink 
into obscurity as long as his likeness still 
duels Kermit the Frog in l 996's "Mup-
pet Treasure Island." 
Pirates are well liked all over the 
planet despite their mostly criminal na-
ture. Of course, the thieving and plun-
dering was not technically "criminal" 
if the pirate's home country endorsed 
rhe illegal acriviries. Once backed by a 
country, a pirate can suddenly become 
a celebrated "privateer" like Sir Francis 
Drake, who made a perfectly legitimate 
career out of plundering the Spaniards 
in the name of England. 
Pirates are becoming more like kid-
&iendly these days. After all, many a 
4-year-old has held a parent-approved, 
pirate-themed birthday patty consisting 
of cake shaped like a treasure chest and a 
. treasure hunt with the winner earning a 
strand of purple, plastic beads. 
Fascination with villains and way-
ward characters is nothing new because 
the average, decent person wants to 
know what life is like as an adventurous 
criminal without being arrested or caus-
ing any perma~ent damage. 
Still, the question remains: when 
did pirates srop being the foul-mouthed 
scoundrels of the high seas and state 
becoming the more fantasized, likeable 
antihero? Does it take only I 0 years or as 
many as 400 years to change global per-
ceprion of a hisrorically "bad" profession? 
All sores of cheap, essential pirate 
gear will be picked off the department 
score shelves in preparation for Hal- · 
loween costumes. Perhaps hundreds of 
years from now, ocher villainous charac-
ters will become just as likeable. 
Nor ro make light of the current age, 
hue one day - assuming Halloween is 
still celebrated - will a 10-year-old be 
. knocking on doors dressed like a terror-
ist, complete wirh a coy bomb strapped 
co his chest? The designated candy-
dispenser of the family would open the 
door with a, "Come here, honey, and 
see the terrorist! He even has a little Bin 
Laden beard, too!" 
Now, this is a frightening prospect. 
Give rhe idea a few hundred years, and 
people will probably be inore recep-
tive co the idea, even for the despised 
characters of today. 
AMANDA PRUITT serves as the 
editor in chief for the 2007-2008 
Bison. She may contacted at 
akpruitt@harding.edu 
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John 10:10 
-The Abundant Life of Ian Terry 
By TYLER JON ES 
opinions editor 
Pass Frozen Delite's ice cream and the razorback 
factory mural and you'll 
spot the globe at Truth for To-
day. It is the only building on 
Great Commission Avenue. 
Inside, a team led by Eddie 
Cloer prepares Bible materials 
to ship as part of their "Into all 
the World by 2015" project. 
Standing in the lobby among 
foreign flags and clocks with 
international time zones, I 
sense an urgency that must 
be unique to an organization 
concerned more with the souls 
than the checkbooks of their 
consumers. 
Thirty-eight years ago, 
New Zealand's music scene 
was buzzing about the boys 
in white vests and the flyers 
announcing: "Hear ... Dave, 
Ian, Alex, Billy and Frank of 
Hogsnort Rupem' Original 
Flagon Band." 
A second place win on ,.. 
1rhe American Idol equiva-lent of 1968 launched their 
first album. Known for their 
musical style of skiffie - a 
form of homemade bluegrass 
- Hogsnort Rupert took their 
pub-based show of eclectic 
rock and comedy on the road 
to growing popularity. 
· After "Gretal" became an 
overnight hit, the band's future 
as a major-label force looked 
certain until half of the band 
suddenly dropped out in 1970. 
The cause? Christianity. 
Today I sit in a conference 
room at Truth for Today with 
Ian Terry, 61. Once the lead 
guitarist and vocalist for Hog-
snorc Rupert, Terry is now an 
evangelist at Truth for Today 
where he has turned his last 30 
years of experience since leav-
ing the band into a seminar on 
Christian outreach. 
He flips through an aged 
scrapbook of albums and 
photos from his days as pop's 
next-big-thing. 
"Here we are at number 2 
with 'Gretal,"' he says pointing 
to Wellington's Pop-0-Meter. 
"And here's the Beatles' 'Let it 
Be' at number 3. See? We were 
above the Beatles." His English 
accent seems only fining for 
such topics as rock n' roll. 
Born in Bradford, North 
England, Terry was raised by 
his grandmother at the height 
of the British music invasion. A 
telecommunica~on technician 
by daY,rfi~ "The Intruders" 
lead-~an t;y'nignt. 
"My greatest ambition as 
a young man was to be a pop 
star - a popullr star," Terry 
says with a certain "pop." He 
further pursued music by sail-
ing around the world to New 
Zealand as a 21-year-old and 
forming Hogsnort Rupert with 
Dave Luther, who arrived from 
England the same day. 
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As the band developed into 
local pub favorite, Terry keeps 
reminding me, pointing to the 
beer and cigarettes in a club 
performance, "This was before 
I became a Christian." 
TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison 
1969 proved to be the year 
of the dream and the wake-up 
call for Terry. With "Gretal" 
climbing the cham as their 
first hit, a Bible professor from 
Lipscomb University named 
Joe Gray arrived in Welling-
ton, New Zealand. 
Growing up, Terry at-
tended a Church of England 
school while frequenting 
the Pentecostal congrega-
tion where his grandfather 
preached. 
"I rejected both extremes 
- the emotional mirade-
promising Pentecostals and 
the rigid Christianity of 
England's Church," Terry says. 
"I knew if there was such a 
thing as true Christianity, it 
was somewhere in between. A 
balance." 
Once drummer Billy Such 
converted on Joe Gray's cam-
paign, Terry found the balance 
he'd been looking for and 
was baptized in April. Bassist 
Frank Boardman followed. 
Hogsnort Rupert - a band 
whose identity cannot be sepa-
rated from late night clubs; a 
band that drinks alcohol on 
stage; a band with a top five 
single - was now majority 
Christian. 
"I sacrificed my dream of 
being a well-known pop star 
because of my Christian com-
mitment," Terry says. "So the 
band folded." 
Following the reordering 
of Hogsnort Rupert, minus 
Terry and the other converts, 
the band released "Pretty 
Girl," their only No. 1 hit, 
and is regarded today as New 
Zealand's longest-running pop 
band. EMI released "The Very 
Best of Hogsnort Rupert" 
featuring Terry's "Gretal" in 
2001. 
Terry was eventually sup-
ported through Ivan Stewart's 
school of evangelism and has 
been preaching in California, 
Louisiana and Texas for the 
past 20 years. 
"Did I do the right thing?" 
Terry asks himself. "If I'd 
-stayed in the band, I wouldn't 
have married the woman I 
did. I wouldn't have had the 
kids I had. I wouldn't be in 
America . . . so, yes." 
His work at Truth for 
Today on a six-session seminar 
and DVD series is finished. 
. He slides over a blue pam-
phlet titled "Sharing the 
abundant life." A product of 
the great commission himself, 
Terry now looks to share with 
others the abundant life that 
was shared with him by a mis-
sionary in 1969. 
Though Terry occasionally 
plays the guitar for his College 
Church of Christ care group, 
I detect nostalgia in him as 
he signs a Hogsnort Rupert 
poster for me. Staring down 
at the five boys in white vests, 
he says that on returning to 
New Zealand in 1999 for a 
campaign, he heard the local 
radio station play "Gretal" 
one afternoon. 
"It was almost like they 
were welcoming me back." 
• 
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BRANDON HIGGINS 
The Payoff 
Pitch 
Important 
Lives 
T he recent 50rh an-niversary of rhe Little 
Rock Nine piqued 
my interest as to how their 
story of integration can relate 
co integration in the spores 
realm. 
Jackie Robinson once said, 
"A life is nor important except 
in the effect it has on other 
lives." 
Under his own definition, 
Robinson led an extremely 
important life. 
Though Robinson is rhe 
most-covered black athlete 
to break the color barrier in 
sports, he wasn't the only one, 
nor was he the fi rst. 
Do the names Frin Pollard 
and Bobby Marshall ring any 
bells? Probably not. They were 
rhe first black players in rhe 
American Professional Football 
Association, which evolved into 
what is now the NFL. Pollard 
went on to become the first 
black coach the following year 
in 1921. 
We have Pollard and 
Marshall to thank for setting 
the stage for athletes such as 
Jim Brown, Walter Payton, 
o;Emmirt Smith, Barry..SandetSj 
and LaDanian Tomlinson, who 
have all left their marks on the 
NFL. 
Robinson broke baseball's 
color barrier in 1947 after be-
ing signed by Branch Rickey of 
the Dodgers. He paved the way 
for players such as Hank Aaron, 
Bob Gibson, Ozzie Smith, Wil-
lie Stargell and Ken Griffey, Jr. 
The NBA welcomed its first 
black player in 1950 when 
Chuck Cooper was drafted 
by the Boston Celtics and 
signed by legendary coach Red 
Auerbach. Earl Lloyd, however, 
became the first black player 
to play in an NBA game when 
he stepped on the court for rhe 
Washington Capitols against 
the Rochester Royals on Oct. 
31, 1950. 
We have these basketball 
pioneers to thank for clearing 
the way for superstars such as 
Elgin Baylor, Wilt Chamber-
lain, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, 
Oscar Robertson and Michael 
Jordan. 
Without the people who 
helped co integrate the major 
sports, we would've never been 
able to witness some of the best 
athletes - and people - our 
world has ever seen. We can't 
forger how hard that period 
of integration muse have been 
for them. Black athletes have 
faced Jim Crow laws and death 
threats, yet they persevered 
through those hard times in 
order to help create the sports 
atmosphere that we have today: 
one concerned with getting the 
best athletes regardless of race. 
Without the efforts of 
Robinson, Cooper, Pollard and 
Marshall, we wouldn't have the 
record-holders in our major 
sports today. All you need to 
do is take a look in the record 
books to realize that the most 
prestigious records in profes-
sional baseball, basketball and 
football belong to African 
American athletes. 
Most importantly, those 
pioneers of integration had 
monstrous effects on other's 
lives. 
In my book - and Jackie's 
- that makes their lives im-
portant. 
BRANDON HIGGINS 
serves as the sports editor 
for the 2007-2008 Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
bhiggins@harding.edu 
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Eight Players Leave Their Mark 
• Harding alumni recall 
the positive 1966 athletic 
integration. 
By BRANDON HIGGINS 
sports editor 
Fifty years ago, nine students from Little 
Rock helped to make 
a statement that echoed 
throughout the United States 
as rhey broke the color barrier 
at Lirrle Rock Central High 
School. 
Nine years after that, in 
1966, eight athletes helped to 
make another statement, break-
ing the color barrier of Harding 
athletics. 
Just as Jackie Robinson 
helped to pave rhe way for 
black baseball players, these 
eight athletes helped to usher in 
some of the premier athletes in 
the history of Harding sports. 
Harding sports enthusiasts 
will recognize the name Marvin 
Levels, who came ro Harding 
in 1967 as a standout basket-
ball player. Harold Alexander, 
Director of the Academic 
Advising Center and captain of 
the 1966-67 Bison basketball 
team, remembers Levels well. 
"He was one of the student 
body favorites," Alexander said. 
"People would come to the 
gym ,:'°d want to watch him 
play. 
Alexander also said that 
Levels, wfici' dune a year afte7 
the first black athletes came to 
campus, "paved a way that was 
very positive for [Harding] as a 
university." 
Another athlete who was 
eventually ushered in by the 
first black arhleres was Burch 
Gardner, whose number 20 
is retired in the lobby of the 
Rhodes Field House for his 
achievements for the Bison bas-
ketball team. Dr. Cliff Ganus, 
Jr. referred to Gardner as "the 
best overall basketball player in 
the history of Harding." 
Photos cou rtesy of Sports Information I Ill ustration by LEAH FAUST 
The first black athletes came to Harding for the 1966-67 school year. The athletes pictured are (clockwise from top left) Charles Jones, Curtis 
Booker, David Byrd, Eugene Johnson and Arthur Wash. 
Though these names are very 
recognizable to Harding sports 
fans, there are eight names that 
are far less recognizable: Curtis 
Booker, David Byrd, Eugene 
Johnson, Robett Johnson, 
Charles Jones, Moses Rollins, 
Charles Tripp and Arthur Wash 
- the first African American 
athletes at Harding. 
Since these men came to 
Harding as athletes three years 
after Harding's desegregation in 
1963, there were rarely instanc-
es of unrest within their teams. 
Alexander recalls his thoughts 
during the first integrated bas-
ketball practice in 1966. 
"I couldn't tell any differ-
ence between 1965 and then 
rhat year," Alexander said. "We 
struggled enough winning ball 
games; we didn't have time to 
be bickering with each other." 
Ted Lloyd, who served as 
the head track coach and the 
assistant football coach during 
rhe 1966-67 school year also 
recalls the positive reception of 
the first black players. 
"It was total acceptance," 
Lloyd said. "Once they came 
in, it was business as usual ." 
Lloyd played a major role in 
bringing the first black athletes 
to Harding, as he helped to 
recruit the 1966 class.Be 
recalled a trip to Pine Bluff, 
Ark., that ended up being what 
he called a "big step" for the 
school in terms of recruiting. 
"In 1965, we took our track 
team to a meet at what is now 
the University of Arkansas at 
,. 
Photo courtesy of Idaho Falls Post Register 
Justin Phillips was signed by the Kansas City Royals in May. He became Harding'.s fourth professional 
baseball player and first All-American after a record-breaking senior season. 
Pine Bluff - it was almost l 00 
percent black then," Lloyd said. 
"We took our team down there 
and we were accepted with 
open arms." 
That trip led to a recruit-
ing trip to a junior college in 
Mississippi, ultimately netting 
the first two black athletes for 
Harding. 
"[Head coach] Prock and 1 
went together over in Mississip-
pi because we had some leads 
on some junior college kids 
over there," Lloyd said. "We 
ended up with two kids from 
rhe high school rhere - Eu-
gene J,?hnson and Charles 
Jones. 
Alexander spoke very highly 
of the coaches during those 
integrating years and the way 
in which they stood up for the 
players during difficult times. 
"I respect the coaches for 
standing their ground as far 
as wanting everyone to be 
treated the same," Alexander 
said during his recollection of a 
basketball trip when rhe team 
was made ro go to the back of 
•ec INTEGRATION page 2b 
Phillips Excels 
At Idaho Falls 
• Former Harding player 
is pitching in the Kansas 
City Royals organization. 
By CHRISTOPHER O'DELL 
student reporter 
Justin Phillips is presenrly 
living his lifelong dream of 
being a professional baseball 
player. Phillips is currently 
playing for a minor league 
team in the Kansas City Royals' 
system after signing a free-agent 
contract in May. 
"It was just an unbeliev-
able feeling when I signed the 
contract,'' Phillips said. "It was 
a dream come true." 
The left-handed pitcher's 
journey started at Harding, 
where he went I 0-3 in 2007 
with a 1.21 ERA. Phillips tied 
the NCAA II lead with 121 
strikeouts in 96. I innings, and 
was also named Harding's first 
baseball player to earn All-
American honors. 
Harding baseball head 
coach, Dr. Patrick McGaha, 
coached Phillips in his last two 
seasons at Harding and said he 
knew just how special a player 
his pitcher was. 
"There were times in the 
year he was unhittable," Mc-
Gaha said. "Ir is great to see a 
player with his work ethic and 
tenacity have the kind of suc-
cess that he did." 
That work ethic is what has 
made the Waco, Texas, native 
so successful in his career. Hard 
work is something he said he 
believes is vital in maintaining 
his success and continues to 
work hard in his career in order 
to achieve even more accom-
plishments. 
"You have co work hard each 
and every day here," Phillips 
said. "Some days can be very 
demanding." 
The demanding days that 
Phillips talks about begin with 
waking up daily around 9 
a.m., earing breakfast, taking a 
shower and lifting weights by 
10. From weight-lifting Phillips 
comes home and showers, has 
lunch and then is on the base-
ball field by 2 p.m. for practice. 
Phillips said practice usually 
runs from around 2 to 7, then 
he is ready for game rime by 7 
sec PHILLIPS page 2b 
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Information On Some Of Harding's First Black Athletes 
• Charles Booker (Football): Defensive end 
from Ft. Wayne, Ind. After his senior year at 
Central High School, he won the Hall Award 
for the best athlete at his school. All·AIC 
honoree. 
of Fame in 1994. 
• Charles Jones (Football): 6'0", 205 lb. 
running back from Jonestown, Miss. Garnered 
All-AIC honors in 1968 and 1969. He was an 
All·NAIA District 17 honoree in 1969. He was 
honored in the 1970 volume of "Outstand -
ing College Athletes of America." He held 
then-school records for most rushing yards 
in a game (194) and most points scored in a 
game (18). 
• David Byrd (Basketball): 6'2", 195 lb. 
forward from Menifee, Ark. He was team captain 
for his East Side High Mustangs, garnering all-
district honors during the 1966 campaign. 
·Eugene Johnson (Football): 5'11 ", 200 lb. 
defensive end from Friars Point, Miss. He was 
the captain of the 1970 Harding team. Former 
head coach John Prock called him one of the 
best players he'd ever coached. In one of his 
best games, he was credited with 18 tackles 
(10 solo), four sacks, one pass deflection and 
a fumble recovery. Inducted into Harding's Hall 
• Arthur Wash (Basketball): Nicknamed 
"Double E," he was a 5'11" guard from Bran· 
don, Miss. He was an all-conference honoree 
from 1963-64 at Carter High , and was also 
named the team MVP from 1962-64. His high· 
est point total in high school was a 39-point 
performance. 
Integration: Eight Players Pave New Way 
CONTINUED from page 2a 
the cafeteria because they had 
black players. "The coaches did a 
good job of treating us all equally 
and standing up for the rights of 
the black players." 
Chancellor Ganus thinks that 
this fair treatment is one of the 
reasons that Harding never had 
much trouble during the integra-
tion period. He spoke of the events 
Manuela Nesheva 
• Had 35 kills against 
Missouri Southern. 
• Her 35 kills were the 
third most kills In a 
match in NCAA 
Division II history. 
at Kent State and Jackson State 
where blacks were killed. 
"When campuses all over the 
country were having burnings 
and shootings, we never even 
had a window pane broken," 
Ganus said. 
Ganus also mentioned how he 
and the faculty thought at the time 
of desegregation, which indicated 
why things went so smoothly. 
"The attitude that I had- and 
have - and what I think was the 
attitude of a lot of our people 
was that we didn't care about the 
color," Ganus said. "We cared 
about the heart, mind and soul 
of the individual, and the ability 
to get along with people and play 
whatever sport it may be." 
Phillips: Left-hander Is Acclimating Well 
CONTINUED from page 2a 
p.m. After the game, players get 
to shower and eat before head-
ing back to the hotel to get in 
bed by 1 a.m. 
"Then the cycle starts over 
again the next day," Phillips 
said. 
Phillips began playing for 
the Idaho Falls Chukars, a 
rookie league affiliate, after 
signing his first professional 
baseball contract with the 
Royals earlier this year. Phillips 
declined the first offer from 
Kansas City to try out for the 
Seattle Mariners. However, 
after Seattle offered him an 
identical contract, Phillips 
chose the Royals as his best fit, 
making Phillips the fourth Har-
ding pitcher since 1997 to play 
professional baseball. 
Phillips was recently named 
Idaho Falls pitcher in July, 
compiling a 2-0 record and 
maintaining a 2.45 ERA for the 
month. He struck out 16 while 
walking only six batters in 22 
innings. 
Success seems to be a recur-
ring theme in Phillips' life. 
The hard work and consistency 
that Phillips displays will only 
breed more achievements in his 
career. W hether he is playing 
for Harding, the Idaho Falls 
Chukars or the Kansas City 
Royals, Phillips is definitely a 
player to keep an eye on. 
••• ,•• 
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Football Team Takes On 
West Alabama Saturday 
JEFF MONTGOMERY I Public Relations 
Bisons sophomore receiver Zac Ross returns a kick against Arkansas-Monticello in their July 22 meeting. 
Ross racked up 199 return yards, which broke Harding's single-game record of 191. 
Bisons Look To End Skid, Make Statement 
Against Tigers With Their Defense 
• Harding's defense 
looks to improve against 
· West Alabama. 
By CARSON FANT 
student reporter 
The Harding football team 
will try to get on the winning 
track Saturday when they take 
on the West Alabama Tigers in 
Livingston, Ala. Dating back to 
last season, the Bisons have lost 
five of six games, but enjoyed a 
five-game winning streak prior 
to that. 
Head coach Ronnie Huckeba 
said the Bisons will have to play 
fundamental football to win, 
particularly on defense - an 
area in which the Bisons have 
struggled all season. 
"We have got a lot of work to 
do playing fundamental defense," 
Huckeba said. 
The Bison defense will be facing 
a very different offense Saturday 
than the spread formations used 
by previous opponents. West 
Alabama runs the option, usually 
out of an I or power-I formation. 
Huckeba said the Tigers are a 
"power-running" team. 
The Tigers do pass the ball, 
and when they do, Huckeba said, 
"They are trying to get a big play 
out of it." Huckeba added that 
the best way to defend against 
the Tigers, and any offense, is 
for the Bisons to use their eyes 
to read their keys. 
West Alabama is second in the 
Gulf South Conference in;ushing 
at just over 200 yards per game, 
but are last in passing and total 
offense. Tiger running back Cole 
Mason is the third leading rusher 
in the conference. 
Harding has put up big numbers 
on offense, leading the conference 
in passing, but have been unable 
to consistently translate the yards 
into points. Harding is last in the 
The Old, Rugged Lacrosse 
I . '!it- £-.; . ' 
GSC in red zone scoring, having 
convened only 62.5 percent of their 
red zone trips into scores. 
"We've got to do better than 
that," Harding offensive coordi-
nator Scott Ragsdale said. "We've 
just got to execute." 
Ragsdale said a positive oflast 
week's game againstArkansas-Mon-
ticello was that the Bisons won 
the turnover battle, which shows 
an improvement on the execution 
Ragsdale talked about. 
Harding has been very good 
in the return game. The Bisons 
are second in the GSC, averag-
ing 23. l yards per kick return, 
only one-tenth of a yard behind 
Henderson State. 
Sophomore Zac Ross is second 
in the GSC with 26.9 yards per kick 
return. He also leads the GSC in 
all-purpose yards. Ross was named 
the GSC Special Teams Player 
of the Week for his performance 
against Arkansas-Monticello. 
Kickoff is set for 7 p .m. 
TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison 
Caleb Mitchen (left) defends George Wadsworth in a lacrosse scrimmage. The lacrosse team will 
play exhibition games Saturday and Sunday against Missouri State and Missouri, respectively . 
Your dad will love getting a bill 
from us because he will know 
that we took good care of you. 
(And you didn~t have to worry about the money!) 
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Bisons have 
a very different offense Saturday 
than the spread formations used 
by previous opponents·. West 
Alabama runs the option, usually 
out of an I qr power-I formation. 
Huckeba said the Tigers are a 
"pov1er-running" team. 
The Tigers do pass the ball, 
and when they do, Huckeba said, 
"They are trying to get a big play 
our of it." Huckeba added that 
the best way to defend against 
the Tigers, and any offense, is 
for the Bisons to use their eyes 
to read their keys. 
West Alabama is second in the 
GulfSourh Conference in1ushing 
at just over 200 yards per game, 
but are last in passing and total 
offense. Tiger running back Cole 
Mason is the third leading rusher 
in the conference. 
Harding ha.s put up big numbers 
on offense, leading the conference 
in passing, bur have been unable 
co consistently translate the yards 
into points. Harding is last in the 
d, Rugged Lacrosse 
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GSC in red zone scoring, having 
convenedonly62.5 perremofrheir 
red zone trips into scores. 
"We've got to do better than 
that," Harding offensive coordi-
nator Scott Ragsdale said. "We've 
just got to execute." 
Ragsdale said a positive of last 
week's game against Arkaruas-Mon-
ricello was that the Bisons won 
the turnover bat tle, which shows 
an improvement on the execution 
Ragsdale talked about. 
Harding has been very good 
in the return game. lhe Bisons 
are second in the GSC, averag-
ing 23.1 yards per kick return, 
only one-tenth of a yard behind 
Henderson State. 
Sophomore Zac Ross is second 
in the GSC with 26.9 yards per kick 
return. He also leads rhe GSC in 
all-purpose yards. Ross was named 
the GSC Special Teams Player 
of the Week for his performance 
against Arkansas-Monticello . 
Kickoff is set for 7 p .m. 
TAYLOR DURHAM j lhe Bison 
(left) defends George Wadsworth in a lacrosse scrimmage. The lacrosse team will 
games Saturday and Sunday against Missouri State and Missouri, respectively. 
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Upcoming Movies Have The Potential For Success 
By MATIHEW HAMMOND distractions, but whenever you sentiment all appear to be in 
student reporter tire of work, socializing and full s\ving. It opens in limited 
mail-checking, the cinema release Sept. 29 and will hope-
kummer's worth of wi ll always be waiting. Here fully find its way at least to 
ig-budget sequels, are just a few of the upcoming Little Rock. 
lockbusters and mar- months' offerings: "The Kite Ru.nner" - The 
kering schemes have come and "The Darjeeling Limited" haunting and inspiring best-
gone from the local theaters, - After his wildly, lovably seller comes to the big screen 
leaving in their wake a trail of unfocused "The Life Aquatic," via Marc Forster, director 
drooling, rnritchy fans, either Wes Anderson appears to be of"Finding Neverland':. and 
contented with the season's returning to simpler story- "Stranger than Fiction. 
offerings or frothing with dis- telling '\Vith his latest offer. After escaping as a teenager 
gust ar rhe current generation's Darjeeling focuses on three to America from war-ravished 
idea of entertainment. And estranged brothers (Owen Pakistan, Amir returns years 
as summer goes, so goes the Wilson, Adrien Brody and later to Afghanistan in order to 
average movie-goer's attention Jason Schwartzman) and their redeem himself for events that 
to what is headed ro a theater attempt to reconnect and have haunted him for many 
near you. find themselves during a train years. The book was a study in 
There are rests to study ride across India. Anderson's both morality and the modern 
for, clubs to join, mailboxes trademarks of dark humor, Middle Eas t, and the movie 
to check and so many other underplayed dialogue, offbeat looks like it will keep these 
important activities and characters and dysfunctional themes intact. It opens Nov. 2. 
Now It's Their Turn 
Harding Game: Girls' Edition Offers Tough Fun 
By Brittney Bowie 
student reporter 
T he Harding Game is a men's tradition every 
semester. The battle of 
masculinity emerges for one 
whole week of nothing bur 
wrestling, stealing and deceiv-
ing one ocher for rhe possession 
of a football. The guy who has 
the ball in his possession at the 
last minute of the game wins an 
amount of money that was col-
lect.ed at the beginning of the 
week from all participants. 
The girls decided to hold a 
game like the men's in which 
we wiII do the same things 
Medium 
$5.50 
to \Vin an amount of money 
collected from every girl who 
participates. This next Sunday 
(Sept. 30) at 10 p.m., every 
girl who is in terested should 
come to the lily pond to hear 
an explanation of the rules and 
donate $2 before we start. The 
gan1e will continue throughout 
the week until Thursday night 
at 10 p.m. 
Here is the list of the rules 
we made so everyone can have 
a fun and safe rime: 
1. To win you must be 
touching the ball and the tarp 
at 10:15 p.m. 
2. Throughout the week the 
ball must be visible at all rimes. 
Large 
$6.75 
Carryout or Delivery 
$1.00 Delivery Charire 
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3. You can't play during 
class or chapel. Everywhere 
else is fair game. 
4. Be at the lily pond 
(the fountain in front of rhe 
Administration Auditorium) 
Sunday at JO p.m. We will 
have a brief meeting first and 
then the ball wiII be tossed. 
5. Sunday will be the last 
chance to sign your life away. 
You 1nust pay $2 to one of the 
event's hosts: Michelle Wor-
den, Lizz Schaller!, Heather 
M itch ell, Brittney Bowie or 
Tess Bragg. 
6. Please dress modestly. 
You don't want to be embar-
rassed. 
Great Food, 
Warm Drinks, 
Wireless lnrerner 
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"Bee Movie" - After a lot its genre. Ir opens Nov. 2. 
of hype and some fairly enter- "Beowulf" - The epic 
raining teaser trailers - you poem might finally have a 
know, the ones where Jerry movie companion as Robert 
Seinfeld is repeatedly humili- Zemeckis brings a morion-cap-
ared while wearing a giant bee cure CGI version to theaters 
suit - the rea1 trailer is a bit this fall. Though the trailer 
of a let down. Yes, it appears to seems more enamored with a 
have cute, crisp animation and digitalized Angelina Jolie than 
a stock of gags and Seinfeld's it does anything else, and the 
one-liners, but the story sounds fans more concerned with rat-
like a repeat, concerning a bee ings controversies, the fact that 
who pushes rhe boundaries of director Zemeckis {"Forrest 
his colonized, working life (see Gump") is helming the project 
"Antz" or "A Bug's Life"), even has raised the overall animation 
going so far as to befriend a quality (he made the stiff bur 
human (voiced by Renee Zell- fun "Polar Express" a few years 
weger) . Ir has the makings of back) and brought in some 
a fun, family-friendly cartoon, top-name actors (including 
but we wiJ I have to wait and Jolie, Anrhony Hopkins, Ray 
see whether it will stand our or Winstone, Robin Wright Penn, 
fal l in line with most films in John Malkovich and more-
Harding Squirrels 
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than-adequately creepy Crispin 
G lover a'\ Grendel) makes th is 
an attention grabber. It opens 
Nov. 16. 
"I am Legend" - Will 
Smi th has done some of his 
best work in sci-Ii films. This 
D ece1nber he tackles a post-
apocalyptic future where he 
believes he is the only survivor 
of a terrible epiderr1ic, on ly to 
d iscover chat something - and 
it's p robably so1nerhing sinister 
- has survived. The idea of 
su rvival in a devastated future 
is nothing new {even ignoring 
the fact that th is is a remake), 
bu t with the right twists, t hrills 
and a well-crafted script (it's co-
penned by Oscar-winner Akiva 
Goldsman), rhis film could be a 
success. Ir opens Dec. 14. 
By AMANDA PRUITT 
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Brain Teasers: Puzzles & Games 
Sudoku 
9 -, 7 
8 
3 2 
5 
2 8 
6 7 
1 
2 
• -~ 1 3 
9 
5 2 
1 
-
. . 
6 
4 
9 
4 8 3 
Difficulty ... """ 
Answers 
on page 
4b 
The Bison Crossword 
A=fil! 
1 Swabs 
5 Gr. letter 
10 Fencing sword 
14 Building block 
15 Separated 
16 Track event 
17 Trainman, for short 
18 Publication 
20 Tripoli resident 
' 22 Long prayer 
23 Brazilian port 
24 Landing craft 
(Abbr.) 
25 Conspiring 
30 Steals about 
34 Takes a chair 
3S Canvas covering 
37 Rickenbacker, for 
one 
38 Shon laugh 
39 Artistic garden 
41 Cheer 
42 Close (Poet.) 
44 Transmit 
45 Trudge 
46 Polish city 
48 Courageous 
50 Southern power 
in its. 
51 World org. 
52 Worshipped 
55 Muffler, of sorts 
60 Certain dwelling 
62 Roman Emperor 
63 Among 
64 Director Polanski 
65 OK town 
66 Carryall 
67 Appears 
68 Thoroughfares 
(Abbr.) 
Down 
1 Affaire d ' honneur 
2 Actress Archer 
3 Dictator or 
relative 
4 Narrow sea 
channels 
5 Stare 
6 Emulators 
7 Dark region of the 
moon 
8 Hosp. imaging 
inits. 
9 Coral reefs 
10 Discharged 
11 Type setting 
CO(Jyright C/2007 Puz:z:le.11,mc/1011 rom 
12 Panache 40 Vitan1in bottle 
13 Slippery inits. 
19 Filn1maker 43 On horseback 
Walt 45 Strategist 
21 Negation 47 Hip boots 
25 Grandina's 49 Seafood 
exclamation 52 Amo. amas, 
26 Climbing vine 
--
27 Jap. admiral 53 Major __ 
28 Logs Z's 54 Newspaper item 
29 Heartbreak 55 Several 
31 Juvenile 56 Holyman 
32 Metric weight 57 Camera part 
units 58 Keystone State 
33 Kernels ~ i ty / 36 Window glass 59 Poles 
39 Journey 6J Garden tool 
Answers In Next Issue 
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Dew You Know Your Soda History? 
A Study Of Mountain Dew Reveals An Intriguing Past And A Plethora Of Spin-off Flavors 
the Hillbilly" aiming a shotgun at 
LESLIE GILES a tax collector. Bill Bridgforrh, the 
plant manager of the first Mountain 
Dew franchise, replaced the 7 -Up 
flavor with a lemonade flavor. Pepsi 
bought the brand 1964 and began 
selling it with the slogan, "Ya-Hoo 
Mountain Dew. It'll tickle your in-
nards." 
soft drink of all time. It has a crisp, 
refreshing rasre and fun color. 
Slurpee form. After its discontinua-
tion, rumor claimed the flavor had 
been sold to another company and 
was being sold under a new name. 
However, Blue Shock briefly reap-
peared earlier this year, ·disproving the 
rumor. 
Master Chief, the hero of the Halo 
games, and the drink is marketed as a 
jolting, energizing drink for gam-
My 
Flagpole 
Nexr came Live Wire, an orange 
variety. Originally intended to be a 
limited edition flavor during sum-
mer 2003, its popularity caused Pepsi 
to make it a permanent part of the 
Mountain Dew family. Mountain Dew Slurpee flavors 
ers. This tangy drink does provide a 
rush; it contains 6 mg of caffeine per 
ounce, compared to original Moun-
tain Dew's 4.5 mg per ounce. 
I never realized the rich complexity of one of my favorite soft drinks 
was until I began my research. 
Mountain Dew, that crisp, tangy, 
citrus carbonated beverage, has a fas-
cinating history. Created in the hills 
of Tennessee in the 1940s by brothers 
Ally and Barney Hartman, ir had a 
taste similar to 7-Up and was mixed 
with whiskey. The brothers jokingly 
named their new drink "Mountain 
Dew" after the moonshine they se-
crecly distilled. 
Mountain Dew experienced 
tremendous popularity nationwide, 
and Pepsi was so pleased they later ex-
panded the product into other flavors. 
Two special flavors were created 
specifically for Halloween. The grape-
flavored Pitch Black made waves 
in 2004 and was followed rhe nexr 
year by Pitch Black II, a sour grape 
version. Neither drink is currently 
available. 
are frequently used to promote films. 
Darth Dew, a tangy grape Slurpee 
similar to Pitch Black, was part of a 
promotion for "Star Wars Episode III: 
Revenge of the Sith." The blueberry-
flavored Arctic Burst and tropical 
Kryptonite Ice promoted the film 
"Superman Returns" in 2006. 
I found Game Fuel at the Searcy 
Wal-Marr a few weeks ago and bought 
two 2-liters out of curiosity. I didn't 
like the raste at firsr but decided to 
keep drinking because I had an entire 
bottle of it to finish. Its raste remind-
ed me a bit of orange-flavored cough 
syrup, but the more I drank the more 
I liked ir. Unfortunately, I don't know 
if it was the caste or the surprising 
amount of caffeine that hooked me. 
Red, the first Mountain Dew 
variation, was released in 1988. It had 
a fruit flavor but was not as successful 
as Pepsi had hoped it would be. It was 
discontinued, and Pepsi waited several 
years before releasing a new flavor. 
Baja Blasr is a tropical version of 
Mountain Dew, with a taste of lime 
and pineapple. Ir is sold only as a 
fountain drink at select Taco Bells. 
The most recent addition to the 
Mountain Dew family is Game Fuel, 
a citrus-cherry drink. It is a limited 
edition flavor that began its 12-week 
availability on Aug. 12. Its launch 
was coordinated to coincide with 
The first boccie was green glass 
with whire paint and featured "Willy 
Not to be confused with Red, 
Mountain Dew Code Red added a 
blasr of cherry to the original flavor. It 
was released in 2001 and became an 
instant hit. Code Red is my favorite 
Some flavors are available only in 
Slurpee form ar 7-Eleven gas stations. 
The berry-citrus Blue Shock failed 
to sell in its Chicago test market in 
2001 but sold remarkably well in a 
the Sept. 25 release of Halo 3. The 
Game Fuel labels prominently feature 
LESLIE GILES serves as the 
features editor for the 2007-
2008 Bison. She may be con-
tacted at lgiles@harding.edu 
Paradise Found Migration Offers Fascinating Insights 
"East Of Eden" Tackles 
Tough Topics Masterfully 
By COLEMAN YOAKUM 
student reporter 
B efore this past summer began I decided, as I 
usually do, that I was 
going to tackle a good novel 
or two before I came back 
to school in the fall. Choos-
ing the right book is quite a 
rigorous process, but after all 
was said and done, I seeded 
"East of Eden" by John Stein-
beck. It had come highly 
recommended by my youth 
minister and a few friends in 
high school who, along with 
myself, really enjoy finding, 
talking about and dream-
ing about writing the great 
American novel. 
I had a long summer ahead 
of me and knew that this 
book and all of its 600 pages 
would be my biggest read of 
the summer. A small part of 
me was worried I was about 
to spend the entire summer 
reading a bad book, but this is 
che risk you run. 
I was, by the end of the 
summer, anything but disap-
pointed. This book rocked 
my world. It is a great story 
of the legacy a family can have 
and leave behind. Steinbeck 
tells a story of two brothers, 
Adam and Charles Trask, and 
their father on a farm in Con-
necticut. When the boys are 
about 20 their father suddenly 
dies and leaves them both 
quite a sum of money. 
Adam has great dreams 
of moving out to California 
while Charles wants nothing 
of it. Their paths and desti-
nies diverge, and we follow 
three generations of the Trask 
fam ily in the pages. Another 
person whose influence will 
affect everyone he comes into 
contact with is Samuel Ham-
ilton, whose wisdom coupled 
with humility and kind words 
provide some of the richest 
and most thought-provoking 
text in American literature. 
There are very few books 
out there that do such a 
masterful job of capturing 
the real human emotion and 
experience through everything 
that we all face from time to 
time: loneliness, abandon-
ment, death, displacement. 
Often our heroes are faced 
with evil chat is monumental 
ro overcome - an oppres-
sive government, a Sauron 
or Darth Vader figure - but 
Steinbeck's rale also shows us 
the wickedness and hate with 
which we are more familiar 
because we can see it in rhe 
people around us. And by the 
same token, it reminds us rhat 
some of the greatest good and 
love we can experience is also 
in the people around us. 
I was privileged enough to 
be able to go to California at 
the end of this summer and 
drive through the area where 
this book is sH around 1 oo 
years ago near the Salinas Val-
ley. There is no greater feeling 
than finding a book that you 
love and identify with so 
much and then being able to 
take chat one step furrher and 
experience some of that in a 
new way. Being rhere for a 
time only enhanced my love 
for this book. 
There are a lot of great 
novels out there in the world, 
but few I would be willing to 
call "life changing." I do be-
lieve, however, that this might 
fall into that category, along 
with "Catcher In the Rye" 
and "To Kill a Mockingbird." 
With all of the books out 
there that seem to be clones 
of one another, it is refresh-
ing to find a book that really 
makes you identify with the 
characters and work through 
the hard times with them. 
I am glad that I decided 
to read "East of Eden" during 
the summer. The book is so 
intense in its relationships I 
feel that trying to digest its 
600 pages would have been 
too difficult during the school 
year, and I fear it would not 
have received the attention it 
deserves. I encourage those of 
you who, like me, are already 
thinking about next summer's 
reading list to consider "East 
of Eden." Then, if you can, 
take a drive out to California 
and experience this novel in a 
whole new way. 
By SAMANTHA HOLSCHBACH and certain seasonal plants 
student reporter migrate to warmer climates 
when these food sources are 
Forming dynamic, dotted no longer available. Depend-
lines against the lustrous ing upon sufficient foodstuffs 
night skies each fall, throughout winter to sustain 
milJions of birds wing their themselves, birds that do not 
way southward over Harding's migrate are known as resident 
campus via their magnetite species, some of which include 
navigation systems, seem- Harding's own cardinals, 
ingly undetected as Harding mockingbirds and woodpeck-
students sleep or, in the case of ers. 
procrastination, cram for tests To prepare for their ardu-
mere hours away. This migra- ous journeys, migratory birds 
tory phenomenon marks the gain a considerable amount 
transition into milder weather of fat, sometimes to a star-
for many people, as well as the cling degree - a doubling of 
reminder of time's relentless their body weight. Though in 
march and the bewildering today's adult human world this 
complexities perceived in the kind of weight gain would be 
natural world. Indeed, the largely inconvenient, in the 
finer points that comprise the bird world it enables the ruby-
migration process echo with throated hummingbird to 
God's immeasurable grasp fly across the Gulf of Mexico 
for detail and his impeccable without stopping, a distance of 
beauty. more than 600 miles. 
The fall migration ensues Further stressing the 
for a variety of reasons, but importan~e 9f ~jrd bulkiness, 
perhaps the foremost cause the distances t at birds fly, on 
concerns a decrease or change a size-to-distance ratio, put 
in the food supply. Birds many forms of human trans-
that depend upon insects, portation to shame. An exam-
amphibians, crustaceans pie of a long-distance migrant 
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September 24 
is the 3.9-ounce arctic tern, buntings navigate by the stars. 
which traverses the globe from The buntings were placed 
the Arctic to the Antarctic in within cone-shaped cages with 
an annual round trip of about a simulated starry sky above; 
27,000 miles. In comparison, when the birds felt inclined to 
the average annual vehicle migrate south, they oriented 
mileage is 12,000 miles in the themselves opposite of the ar-
U .S. Not only do some birds tificial North Star, even when 
fly extreme distances, but they the position of the constella-
can also achieve extraordinary dons was changed. 
heights; bar-headed geese, for Achieving amazing feats 
example, can fly at an altitude exhibited through their migra-
of 29,000 feet (5 miles) over tions, our feathered friends 
the Himalayan Mountains, are more than just a pretty 
which is approximately the sight___:_ they instill us with a 
height of Mount Everest. deeper appreciation for nature's 
In addition to birds' aston- sophistication. This sophistica-
ishing flight distances, perhaps tion can readily be seen even in 
the most startling migratory the glow of Harding's spot-
concept to grasp is that of lights on the crack, as "kettles," 
navigation. Tiny grains of the or groups of nighthawks, sport-
mineral magnetite exist near ing a pale oval beneath each 
a bird's nostrils as an internal wing, soar in search of insects 
compass, enabling them to to fuel their southbound jour-
exploit the earth's magnetic ney. As these sizeable, cryptic 
field to find their way. Birds birds pierce the evening sky in 
also note the location of the early autumn with their erratic 
sun and even the constellation wing bears, feel free to bid 
patterns as indicators of a cor- them adieu, and simultane-
rect journey. Stephan Emlin of ously remember the rest of the 
Cornell University conducted aviary migrants, whose tiny 
an experiment in 1967 that bodies touch our hearts and 
strongly illustrated how indigo seemingly, the stars. 
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• (1956) Andre F. Cournand conducts the first clinical cardiac 
catheterization and wins the Nobel Prize. 
September 25 
There are 5,744 students 
• (1957) Nine African-American children, protected by 300 
members of the U.S. Army's 1 01 st Airborne Division, enter the 
previously all-white Central High School in Little Rock, Ark. on Harding's main cal!lpus ... 
. . . do they know who you are? 
September 26 
• (1933) FBI agents arrest George "Machine Gun" Kelly in 
Memphis, Tenn . 
September 27 
.fyiaximize your business reach by advertising in the Bison. 
• (1934) The discovery of a synthetic abrasive to replace 
diamonds is announced . 
I 
The Bison is a student run paper and a great way to get the word out. 
For advertising information call 501-379-4330 or go to www.harding.edu/thebison 
September 28 
• (929) King Wenceslas, patron saint of Czechoslovakia, dies. 
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